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Young Wild Wrist Roping the ·"Ghost Danet:rs"
OR, SPOILING AN INDIAN OUTBREAK ·
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-At Jack Robedee's Ranch.

his usual way of doing itj they stepped forward
to learn something more about the expected In"Yes, Wild, there's trouble brewin', an' I know dian outbreak he had alluded to as ·soon · as he
it. I've been watchin' ther Injuns fer ther past had shaken hands with Wild.
three or four days an' I'm sure they're gittin'
"How did yer find out that ther Injuns was
Teady fer an outbreak. I'm mighty glad you gittin' ready ter make trouble, Jack?" Cheyenne
happened· around this way jest now, fer you're Charlie, the scout and Indian fighter, asked, as
jest ther boy to tend to ther Pawnees, you are." · he stroked his long black mustache and looked
The speali:er was a ranchman named John at the ranchman expectantly.
"Well, Charlie, it came to my ears through my
Robedee, whQ had located just west of the Indian
reservation in what was then called the Indian foreman, who's a mighty clever chan. He's been
Territory, close to the boundary·line of the State s~ewhat of a scout, like you, in his day, an' he
of Texas. His remarks we1·e addressed to Young knows putty nigh about all that's ter be knowed
Wild West, the well-known boy hero and Cham- of ther ways of Injuns. He tells me that there's
likely ter be a Ghost Dance not far away from
pion Dead shot of the West.
putty soon, an' you now putty well what
"Well, Jack," the boy replied, smilingly, "I here
am sorry to hear that you expect to be bothered that means."
"I reckon I do, Jack. That means that ther
by the redskins. But I reckon we will he able to
Injuns is gittin' readv ter raise a few scalps.
take care of them if they should happen to look What
kind of redskins are they what's goin' ter
for trouble around here. We were all much
·
surprised when we heard from you and learned have a ghost dance?"
"Pawnees," Jack answered, quickly. "They say
that you had left the Black Hills and come down
]1ere to run a cattle ranch. But I don't know !here's a lot of 'em what's been gittin' ready fer
. but you have done a wise thing. A man with a It all summer. As I told Wild, I'm mighty glad
·wooden leg doesn't stand much of a show at you fellers showed up jest about this time. Them
redskins kin do a whole lot of damage afore ther
working a mine."
soldiers gits 'em, you kin bet!"
"Especially if there ain't nothin' much in ther
"Well, boys, I reckon we'll have to spoil this
way of gold dust ter be got out of ther mine," Indian outbreak," said Young Wild West, as he
the 1·anc}nnan added, with a grin.
brushed back his wealth uf long, light hair, preThen he gave hiswooden leg a twist and look- paratory to going to the house to join the girls
ed at the boy before him in admiration. Young and Robedee's wife. "But don't bo~her about it
Wild West and his friends had reached the now. Come on, Jack, I reckon the girls will be '\
ranch while the owner was out looking after awful glad to see you."
some cows, but he had joined the boy and his
"All right, Wild. They won't be no gladder
partners just as they had finished putting away than I am ter see them," and the ranchman
their horses in the big, roomy stable that was started for the house, limping slightly as he went
only about a hundred yards from the house. lt for he had lost a leg some three years before .,,.
was a warm day in late summer when our hero while fighting with our hero and his partners
arrived at the ranch. He had learned that his against a band of renegades.
old friend, Jack Robedee, had purehased the
As they approached the house, Robedee's wife
ranch through a letter that had been delayed in came out, followed by the "girls," as our friends
reaching him, on accom1t of his not remaining always spoke of them, though one of them was
in one place very long, and he had made it his Cheyenne Charlie's wife, Anna. The other two
business to set out to find him right away. Chey- were pretty Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired
enne Charlie and Jim Dart were standing in the sweetheart of Young Wild West, and Eloise
big doorway of the barn, and when t.11ey found Gardner, a dark-haired miss wl.o was some day
that Robedee had finished lauding the dashing destined to be the better-half of Jim Dart. But
young deadshot to the skies, in accordance with the two couple were altogether too young to
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think o;f ·marrying· yet, and as Anna persisted
in accompanying her husband on his adventurous
trips it was made possible for Arietta and Eloise
to b;come members of the pal'ty. Robedee's wife
was a very stout woman, with a mind of her own.
But she thought the world of him, and the result
was that they got ' alon_g swimmingly.
"Come Tight in, boys," she said. in her breezy
way. "Ther two kids is in ther sittin'-room
tak:n' ' lessons in schoolin' from onr neighbor's
daughter, who is a school-marm. But you won't
interfel'e with 'em one bit. Come right in ther
parlor an' make yourselves at home. There's
lots of mom in this ranch, an' you kin bet it will
be a mighty long time afore yer g·it away from
it, too! You're here now, an' you've just got ter
put in a long visit. Why, there ain't hardly
been a day when Jack ain't spoke about ver,
wishin' that he was goin' around with yer. But
I've told him. that when a wooden-legged galoot
what's married, with a., couple of husky k ids ter
look after, ought ter give up sich notions. He
sa ys that he kin hold his own yet, 'cause his
wooden leg is holler, an' he kin fit a gun in it,
so he kin shoot with it, which is m01·e than any
one co;1lcl do with a good limb. But Jack means
all right, so there ain't no danger of his leavin'
me an' ther kids yet a while."
The woman talked rapidly and the day being
very warm she probably stopped for want of
breath to continue.
"That's all ri1s!1t, Ma1·tha," said her hu&band,
smiling at her. "I re-::kon you've spoke :'ilOUl'
little piece, so close up an" let some one else
have a chance ter talk How do yer do; gals?"
He shook hands with Arietta, Anna and Eloise,
and then looked about as though in search of
someboLly who. was missing from the party.
"Where's Hop an' Wing?" he asked, after a
pause.
"They're in ther kitchen gittin' acquainted with
ther help," his wife answered, before any one
else could speak. "I s'pose that smart h,eathen
of a Hop will be startin' a ruction afore very
long. but I don't care if he does. I want him
ter have a rousin' good time here as well as
ther rest of yer."
Robedee made his way to the kitchen and
found the cook and handy man of Young Wild
W cst 's party sitting there talking to the squaw,
who was the "help" his wife had spoken of., To
look at them, Hop Wah and Wing Wah were a
ccu ule of very innocent Chinamen. Hop looked
to be the more innocent of the two, in fact; but
that is where one would ha~e made a big mistake. While Wing had cnce called himself a
g;·eat s·iort, he had settled down to lead a st~ady
J'fe _ ? ··,d being· honest a11d willing to attend to
his du t ies, he had proved his worth. There was
really no need of keeping Hop in . their employ,
as far as the work he did was concerned, but he
was such a comical heathen that they would
have kept him for the fun he made if for nothing else. He had been nicknamed Young Wild
vVest's clever Chinee, and he su rely was deserving of it, for he was a sleight-of-hand performer
and could pe1'.form tricks that were mystifying
to both friends and foes.
"Hello, Hop·! Hello, Wing!" said Jack Robedee, a s he put out his hand to shake with them. ·

"You're both g·ood fer sore e_yes, blamed if yer
ain't!"
··
"Hello, Misler Jack!" they both answere"d,_
speaking as though in one voice.
"Me velly glad to see you, so be," Hop added,
smiling in his bland way.
.
"Me velly, velly muchee gfad to see you, Misler
Jack," Wing added, as though he was trying to
go hi s brother one better.
"Well, I believe yer both when yer say it. How
have yer been, anyhow? Do yer have much
fun on your travels?"
"Plenty fun, so be, Misler J ackee," Hop declared, while Wing merely nodded.
"How have yer been makin' out with our
squa,.v? She's a mighty fine woman, I reckon."
Robedee grinned as he said this, for the squaw,
who was employed as servant, was about as ugly
looking, as a Pawnee squaw could be, which is
saying a whole lot, too .. She smiled at his words,
however, and tried to make out that she was
very good-natured.
"Is that t he best you could do, Jack?" Wild
asked, in a low tone of voice, as he nodded at the
squaw. "I don't think a lot of her. She has all
the appearance of being one of the crooked kind.
I certainly would not trust her vexy far. Was
it from her that you learned about the proposed
ghost dance?"
_,,
"No, she ain't said ·a word about anything like
that, Wild," was the reply. "My opinion about
her is about ther same as yours, but Martha says
she's a mighty good worker, even though she does
steal a little now an' then. She's great on preserves an' sich, yer know."
The squaw now found something to do, so
Wild went back to the sitting-room, where the
rest were gathered, having a lively chat. They
had been there but a few minutes when Hop came
-walking in by the front way. ·
"Misler Wild," said the clever Chinaman, "me
likee talkee to you um minute, so be."
.
The young deadshot knew right away that the
heathen had something of more or less importance to tell him, so he quickly arose and followed him outside.
"Wh::tt is it, Hop?" he asked.
"Lat velly nicee ledskin lady whattee workee
here, Misler Wild."
"You don't mean that, Hop. What you mean
to say is that there is something· wrong about
her."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Vm squaw velly
muchee clooked. She stealee velly muchee."
"What has she been stealing, Hop?"
"She allee samee stealee um demijohn of
tanglefoot. Slie go away pletty soonee to see her
sickee sister, so be. Misses Martha tellee her to
. takee cakee and sweatmeats, but she allee samee
stealee um tanglefoot. Lat velly goodee for um
sickee sister, so be."
The clever Chinee grinned broadly now, and
it was easy for the young deadshot to guess that
it was little of the whisky that the-. sick sister
or any one else would get, provided Hop had his
way about it.
_
Wild went back into the house, and calling
Charlie and Jim aside, related what Hop had told
him.
"I thought she wasn't ter be trusted," the scout
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can't ll'it over it ter think what a treacherous
piece of human flesh that squaw is. Let me see,
what did they say her name was?"
"I reckon neither Robedee nor his wife knows
what her real name is, but they call her DoeWeeping Doe, I believe is the translation of her
real name though it might be something- els<:!.''
"Well, i reckon she'll be weepin' afore sh
gits through with her game."
The trail she was following led do·,yn to the
bank of a· shallow stream that ran straight
through the cattle range that belonged to Robedee's ranch.
"She is crossing the creek, Charlie," said Wild,
in a low tone of voice. "No doubt she is going
on through the timber to the east. It must be
that <iomc of the Pawnees are gathered some1
where over there."
"Wei! I've g·ot an idea it ain't very far away
where they are, Wild," was the reply. "She told
Jack's wife she was goin' ter see a sick sister,
an' that she would be back in about two hours.
If she means ter keep her word about gittin' back
at that time it can't be such an awful ways that
she's goin'."
They soon found the spot wherE;: Weeping; Doe
had crossed and keeping their horses at a very
slow walk, they cros.;;ed the creek, hardly making
a sound that could be heard more than a hundred
feet or so. Once on the other side they came
ye a pl\th such as are used by cattle when they
come to drink. It was this that the squaw had
taken, and there was no trouble in their following her. Through the woods they rode. But it
was so dark there th t they could hardly see the
ears of their horses, for the stars that had been
CHAPTER IL-What the Squaw Was Up To.
shining a short time ago .had all become lost
The night was pretty dark, though here and to view iP the gloom that was gradually-spreadthere a star could be seen showing. What little ing itself over that part of the land. The ground
wind there was came from the east, denoting was damp and yielding, so the hoofbeats of the
that a storm was at hand. The treacherous horses scarcely made a sound now.
squaw continued on, keeping her pony at a galFor fully half an hour they continued on in
l op The articles she had with her did not seem this way, and then suddenly a gleam of light
to impede her progress a great deal. But this showed through the woods. The two rode a little
wa no doubt due to the fact that she had been faster now, but when they found they were. getbrought up to carry a load when riding.
ting pretty close to the gleam of light that no
Charlie" said Wild, as the scout drew up closer doubt came from a camp-fire they slackened
t o him, I ~eckon we are going to have a little ex- their pace and finally brought their horses down
citement before we get through with this ad- to a wa1k. In this way they kept along until
v enture. The chances are we will be led to quite they were almost near enough to see the forms
a gathering of the Pawnees. ~f -:,re should _hap- that we1·e gathered about a blazing fire in a little
pen to be discovered by them 1t 1s hardly hk.ely clearing. Dismounting, they threw the bridlet hey would try to harm us, for they .:.re trymg reins over their horses' heads and then stepped
to keep it a secret that they intend to break out cautiously forward. The next minute they had
and start on the warpath. But if we can manage the satisfaction of seeing about a score of Into spy upon them without them knowing it it will dians, who were gathered in a circle about the
be all the better."
fire.
"Of course, Wild," Charlie answered, "I know
Near tliem sat two squaws, and it was easy
what yer mean. Yer don't want me ter say for them to make out that one of them was the
anything if I git a little mad about somethin'. servant iP the employ of Robedee. She was passYou kin bet your life I'm goin' ter. do jest as ing the delicacies the ranchman's wife had given
you want me ter:"
her to take to her sick sister, and Wild could
"Well, that's all right, Charlie. I know you are not help smiling when he saw how greedily the
a little hot-headed sometimes, and in case we "sick ·sister" took them. She started in to eat
should happen to be listening to a plot to burn some of the food right away, but just then one
Robedee's ranch you might spunk up and let of the redskins arose, and with a guttural grunt
took the eatables away from her. Evidently she
them know of your presence."
"Well, that's all right. I don't care if I hear was his squaw, for though she darted an angry
'em talkin' about killin' me; I won't say a word glance at him and muttered somethin<r in the
or do a thing ter let 'em know I'm there. But I Pawnee tongue, she did not make any further

d eclared. "We'll jest foller her, Wild, an' maybe
w e'll find out something about this ghost dance.
Most likely she knows all about it, anyhow."
" I am of the same opinion," the boy answe~ed.
After a while the mistress went into the
kitchen and then our hero quickly told the rest
. ,,
what was g oing on.
"Don't say anything to .Martha about 1t,. he
said. "She is rather excitable, and she nught
discharge the squaw at once. We don't want
t h at t o happen just yet, for we may be able to
fin d out something about the proposed outbreak
of the Pawnees through her."
A little later Mrs. Robedee came in and told
them that Weeping Doe was going away for a
couple of hours to visit a sick sister, and that she
had p ut up some delicacies for her to take along.
It was not long after that when Hop came around
to the front of the house and called to Wild.
"Come on, Charlie," the young deadshot said.
"I reckon we'll go and see how the horses are
making out."
They made their way around to the stable
and soon found the squaw getting a pony ready.
She was doing a lot of muttering, and occasionally she would shake her clenched fist toward the
h ouse. They waited until she had ·mounted, taking good "hotice that she had >i demijohn with
her and then they quickly saddled their horses
and' set out to follow her. It was a rather peculiar
proceeding for them, but both were well satisfied
that it would pay them to do it.
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objections. The Indian quickly gulped down tree and broke into pieces spilling the contents
about half of what Weeping Doe had brought on the ground.
there, and then he generously. offered the reAfter a lot of jargon and excitement, the chief
mainder to his comrades about the fire. They accepted a drink .of ' water from his squaw, and
all had a bite of something and seemed to be then he felt well enough to question Weeping
pleased at. it, while the two squaws sat looking Dee. She declared that she was innocent, as far
on in silence. Then the Pawnee who had eaten as the firewater was concerned. She had stolen
so heartily of the food stepped up to the treach- the jug from the closet and lrnd brought it away
erous servant of the Robedees and said, speaking just as she had found it. Lone Dog decided to
in English:
believe her, so after talking a while with his fol"Did Weeping Doe bring any firewater?"
lowers he nodded to the squaw and said :
"Yes," was the· reply.
"Yo"!l no get guns and cartridges?"
"Good! Give it to Lone Dog."
"No," was the 1·eply. "Me try to, but they
As the squaw turned to do this bidding the In- watch me at the J10use and I no get. Me come
dian quickly picked uo a iraudy-feathered head- to-morrow night with plenty guns and pistols."
dress that lay upon the ground at the foot of a
"Ugh! If Weeping Doe no come slre will be
big tree and donned it. Then he signaled for sorry, for the Pawnees must have the ghost
the rest of the Pawnees to rise, which they dance, and they must be ready to shoot the palepl'omptly did.
faces when the dance is over. When the moon
He motioned for them to stand in a semi- is full the ghost dance will take place at this
/
circle, and as WeepinP' Doe brought forth the spot."
The treacherous squaw seemed anxious to get
demijohn she had stolen from the closet in the
ranch house, Lone Dog, who looked to be a full- away from them, and find~ng that no more quesfledged chief, whether he was or not, exclaimed: tions were put to her, she nodded to them and
"The Pawnees wi11 drink firewater to show how then waved her hand as a farewell. Wild and
they hate the palefaces. When the moon is full Charlie saw her mount the pony, and when she
the gho3t dance will begin and then we will start started to ride away they arose to their feet and
on the warpath. Take plenty of scalps and kill went to the spot where they haa left rneir horses.
They waited long enough to give the squaw a
all the palefaces.. The Pawnee nation is gr.eat.
good start of them, and then they started through
Ugh!"
A nod of approval as "''ell as some guttural the dark woods. Before they got through it and
exclamations went up. - The chief produced a tin reached the stream, drops of rain were falling,
cup, and pouring it full from 'the demijohn, rais- so they resolved to take as short a cut as posed it to hfa lips, ·while the rest lcoked on in eager sible and get back to the ranch before they g-ot
anticipation. Lone Dog took a big swallow, and a good wetting. But though they rode pretty
was about to take another when he was seized fast, they did not overtake Weeping Doe. Just
as they reached the shelter of the barn the rain
with a choking fit .•
came
good and hard. After putting their
"Waugh l" he excla"imed, g·asping for breath. horsesdown
away they waited a while and then hur"Firewater no good. Heap much bite. Ugh! ''
to the house.
Cheyenne Charlie could hardly refrain from ried
"How did yer make out, Wild?" Robedee asked,
bursting into a •fit of laughter. It was evident looking at
them expectantly.
that Hop had fixed the whisky. If Wheeping
"First rate, Jack," was the reply. "Have yo11
Doe had not seized the demijohn there is no got an almanach ?"
doubt but that Lone Dog would have let it fall
"I reckon I have. Martha, jest get it for
to the ground. She stepped back- and held fast Wild."
to it, looking at the chief in astonishment as he
"Right away," the mistress of the ranch replied,
gasped and leaped around wildly. The dose the and she soon handed Wild what lj,e wanted.
Pawnee had taken was quite enough to strangle
"Just as I thought," the boy said, nodding his
an orq.inary person, and when it got so hot with- head with
1
"The moon is full on fhe
in him that he could no longer stand it, he drop- twentieth, satisfaction.
and this is the eighteenth.
ped to the ground and began to roll about. in means that Saturday night is the time forThat
the
agony. In a few minutes he arose to a sitting ghost dance
take place. Well, .I reckon we
posture and then began talking excitedly to the are going to tospoil
this Indian outbreak or my
rest of the Pawnees, at the same time pointing name is not Young Wild
West."
to the demijohn and shaking his head. One of
them seemed to have his doubts about it not
being all right, for he now steppe<;! forward and
took it from the squaw's hand. He placed his
nostrils to the mouth and _got a whiff of the CHAPTER III.-Wild IntervJew the Cowboys.
pepper.
.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, in disgust. "Very much
The ranchman's wife was kept in ignorance
hot. Plenty pepper. Me no like."
of the trnachery of her servant. Wild had asked
The last was said as he turned and looked Robedee not to let her know anything about it,
savagely at Weeping Doe. She was as much as he wanted _to give Weeping Doe full swing
surprised as any of them, and when she tried to and see what she would try to do next. The
explain that she thought it was all right, as it following morning our friends were up bright
was the kind her master usually drank, the and early. After breakfast Wild and his partPawnee became so enraged that lie hur,l ed the ners strolled over the stable. They found two
demijohn at her and barely missed nitting her cowboys at the stable, busy cleaning up the
in the face. As it was it crashed against the horses when they entered.
JI
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"Good morning, boys," said Wild, pleasantl-y.
"Good mornin,' Young Wild West," one of them
answered, quickly, while the .-other nodded and
looked very friendly.
"You must have got up a little late this mornin', I reckon," o}lserved the scout, ~ith a grin.
"That's 1·ight," was the reply.
I reckon ,;'e
kin lay that to that funny heathen of yours.
"ls that so?" our hero asked, a little surprised.
"What makes him rosponsible for it?"
· "Well, he was over at our quarters last night,
an' we had a high old time.''
"I see. He brought whisky there I suppose."
"He sartinly did," and then both cowboys
laughed.
· h"
"Say!" said the other one, as he paused m 1s
work "but that's ther smartest heathen I ever
heard tell of. He told us all about -zou folks,
an' what ye'r had done, an' so on, an then be
showed us somethin' what he could do. He won
about forty dollars playin' poker with us, an'
then he swallowed ther cards.''
"Did he tell you where he got ther tanglefoot
from?" Char lie asked, the grin broadening on
Ms face.
"Yes he said as how ther squaw at ther house
stole it' to take over to some of her Injun friends,
an' while she was inside gittin' ready, he poure_d
it out into another jug an' then filled her d~nnjohn with vinegar an' pepper. Putty good Joke
that was, I reckon.''
·
.
,,
.
"You kin bet it was a pretty good Joke, W1l9declared. "We happened to see how it worked."
"Yer did?"
Both men ceased their wor~ and came closer
to the boy. Wild had made up his mind to tell
the cowboys about the proposed ghost dance, and
he now related to them how they had followed
the squaw the night before and what they had
seen and heard when she got to her destination.
"Whew!" exclaimed one of them, !ooking at his
companion. "Bender was about nght when he
said it wouldn't be long afore there would be
trouble with ther Pawnees."
"That's right, Bill,'' came the reply. "But I
reckon Bender knows putty well what he's doin'.
He's always got his eyes open. He's a mighty .
good foreman for Jack Robedee," an' no one knows
it better than Robedee himself.'"'
"Where is Bender?" our hero asked.
"Over in ther shack with ther rest of ther
boys what ain't workin' jest now.'' .
"Well, don't you say anything about what
we have told you, for it might leak out. We
don't want the squaw in the house to get an inkling of it. We have made up our minds -that we
are going to spoil this Indian outbreak. If we
can arrange things we will manage to rope the
ghost dancers just about when they begin. I
want £he whole bunch of you to go along and
take part in the game.''
"You kin bet w'ell be only too glad ter do
that," declared the man called Bill.
The young Deadshot and the scout walked over
to the long building that was called a shack. As
our two friends approached the shack a tall,
muscular-looking young man appeared in the
doorway.
"Mornin', gents,'' he said, as he puffed away at
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his pipe and nodded pleasantly. "This are sartinly a fine mornin'.''
"That's right," Wild answered. "Is Mr. Bender
here?"
"I'm Bender,'' and the man nodded and grinned.
·
"You're Jack's foreman, then?'J
"Yes, an' you're Young Wild. West, I reckon?"
"You have got that right. Let me introduce
you to Cheyenne Charlie, one of my partners.''.
"Glad ter meet yer, Cheyenne,'' and the foreman put out his hand and gave the scout a hearty
grip.
"It's mutual, I reckon," Charlie answered.
"That's a putty good word, ain't it-that mut\/,al ?"
"Sounds like a putty good word, thoug·h I
can't say as I know what it means," Bender answered, looking -somewhat perplexed.
"Well, I didn't know what it meant either till
I heard a tenderfoot say it once or twice. I
asked him an' he told me what it meant."
"Come on in,'' said Bender, after a pause. "l
reckon ther boys will be more than glad ter git
acquainted with yer.''
There were but two of the boys inside the
shack, since the others were somewhere out of
the range, and had been all night. The two
cowboys were introduced by the foreman as
Swim and Pumper. They were both young men,
but apparently they had never been very far
away from the grazing ground. Hop must certainly have told a whole lot about the . young
deadshot and his partners, for they seemed to
regard Young Wild West as a superior sort of
being.
"You're ther Champion Beadshot of ther whole
West, ain't yer?" Swim asked, politely.
"vVell, I don't know about that," and our hero
laughed. "I happen to be pretty good at handling a gun or rifle. I have .been in several shoot.ing matches, and it seems that I have always
come out first. Three or four years ago, when
I was quite a little kid, I took part in a shooting
match that had a diamond worth a thousand dollars for a prize. I won the prize, though I had
to do considerable shooting to do it. There were
five to t ie with me, for first place, you know, so
we had to keep shooting until we found who was
the best. I suppose it. was good luck on my
part, as well as good shooting, for those I was
shooting against were crack shots from different
parts of the country. Some one gave me the
nickname-of the Champion Deadshot of the West
then, and it has clung to me ever since. Of
course, I have participated in all kinds of shooting matches since that time, and every time I
have been challenged I hav.e accepted and won
out."
"Well, if I want to make an· extra fine shot I
will take the Smith & Wesson thirty-tight. For
instance, if I got you to hold up the six of hearts.
I would use this gun; that is, if I wanted to hit
each spot.''
"Would you mind showin' us how you kin do that, Young Wild West?"
"Why, would you like to see it done, Bender?"
"If you wouldn't object, it would suit me fine.
I might as well tell yer that I'm a putty good
shot with a gun myself. , I've hit ther ace of
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S!Jades ai twenty feet lots of times, though some1himes I make a miss of it."
·Wild cast a glance at the interior of the shack
and saw that it was about twenty-five feet in
length.
"All right," said he, "just t ake a six spot from
the pack of cards that is lying on the table over
there and step over to that end of the room.
You holfl the card steady for me. and I will try
;.;nd put a bullet through eack spot on it. "
"Whv can't I tack ther card on ther wall?"
asked the foreman, showing signs of uneasines .
"Why, you're not afraid to hold it for me, are
you?,,
"Well, I don't like ter do it, 'cause you might
make a mi ss of it an' clip off one of my fingers."
"Well, never mind, then. I reckon Charlie will
},old the card."
"You kin bet your life I will!" exclaimed the
scout, and he quickly stepped over to the table
and soon found the' six spot of hearts. Without
any hesitation he walked to the end of the ;room
and then Wild stepped baek until his shoulders
almost touched the other end.
"Tell me when you are ready, Charlie," he
said, as he raised his revolver.
"Let her go!" came the reply.
Crack! crack! crack! crack! crack! crack!
As each shot rang out the cowboys could see
that the card was hit. They also noticed that
each spot was punctured by a bullet.
_
"Well, I reckon that is what yer call shootin'
for fair!" exclaimed Bender, looking at the boy
in admiration. "I could no more do that than fly.
It's scmethin' wonderful, I think."
"It s11.rtinly is," declared the man called
Jumper, while Sim nodded his head and looked ,
as solemn as an owl.
Just then the two men who had been busy
with the horses in the stable came running in.
Thev had heard the shooting and they wanted
to find out what was going on. When they
heard how Wild had shot the six spots from the
card they were astounded. But when they saw
the card they promptly voted him to be the best
of all the deadshots they had ever seen.
"Have you had your breakfast yet, boys?"
Wild asked.
"No," was the reply of the foreman . "We was
a little late in gittin' up this _mornin'. We had
quite a little jubilee here last night. That clever
Chinee of yours give us an entertainP;ent here.
Say, but he's ther greatest heathen that ever
lived, ain't he?"
"Well, he is pretty clever, and there is lots of
fun in him."
"I should say there was. But can't he play
poker, though I"
"I 11eard he was playing with you last night.
You los: about forty dollars between you."
"Yes, just about that amount. We figured
it. up a little while ago."
"He won i.t by cheating, so of course he is not
entitled to it."
"Oh, we don't want it back. If he cheated we
couldn't catch him at it, so ther money is his."
"That's all right; you go ahead and get your
breakfast. I will fetch him he1·e after a while
and then I'll make him show you just how he

cheated you. Then perhaps you will be willing
to take your money back."
"All right, Young Wild West. Jest as you
say," the foreman answered.
Wild and Charlie left them shortly after that,
and after a while they came back, fetching Hop
with them. The clever Chinee was very meek,
but Wild did not tell him what he wanted of
him until he got him before the cowboys.
"Now then, boys," said the young deadshot,
in his cooi and easy way, "Hop will show you how
he cheated you last night at poker."
'"Allee light, Misler Wild," Hop answered,
quickly and then, without having to be told
twice, he went through the performance of stealing cards from the pack and slipping them into
his sleeves.
When they were satisfied that he had rJ!ally
cheated them they accepted the money, which
Hop paid them accordingly.
"Well, boys, I want you to be on hand right
after dinner to-morrow, so we can get to the
place where the ghost dance is going to take
place," said our hero, as he left the cowboys.
The foreman declared that they would only.
be too glad to go with him, and satisfied that
there would be no trouble about having enough
men to assist in roping the ghost dancers, our
hero returned to th~ house.

CHAPTER IV.-Our Friends Visit a Pawnee
Village.
Young Wild West and his partners grew
restless when they sat about the house the entire forenoon. As they were eating dinner, Cheyenne Charlie looked at· the young deadshot and
said:
"Wild, s'pose we take a little ride around this
afternoon an' see if we kin see anything of ther
Jnjuns. It's altogether too tame hangin' around
here <loin' nothin'. I like ther company of ther
gals, an' I like it here at ther house, but it's
mighty tiresome, for all that."
"Just what I was thinking, Charlie," the boy
answered, with a smile. 'I was going to propose
that we take a ride this afternoon. What do
you think about it, Jim?"
"I am ready to go whenever you say the word,
Wild," Dart answered.
"Do you remember that time when ther Injuns
had me tied to a tree ready ter shoot arrows into
my body, Wild?" the ranchman queried, coming
up to our hero, with a grin.
"Yes, I certainly remember it, Jack."
"Well, it was lucky that I happened ter be
able ter git hold of ther string ter pull ther
trigger of my old revolver, which was in .ther
wooden leg, wasn't it?"
"It certainly was."
"I shot ther chief, too, an' that scared 'em
110 that you an' Charlie had time ter git there an'
cut me loose. That was ther only time in my
life when I was glad I had a wooden leg."
As soon as the meal was over the ranchman
unstrapped the wooden member and quickly put
a big cavalry revolver into the hollow. The
muzzle went clear down to the hole, which wu
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covered by an iron plate. This could be pulled could be seen scattered about the outskirts of the
aside by the toe of the other boot whenever he village, which showed that some of them did
some work in that line.
wanted to shoot.
A wire connected with the · trigger of the
Hello, Lone Dog!" said Robedee, as he rode
weapon and was attached to a spring· in tl'ie up and brought his horse to a halt. "How is
upper part of the wooden member. From the Everything?"
spring it ran on up under his trousers leg to
"Everything good," the chief answered. "Plenty
his belt, so all Jack had to do if he wanted to to eat and plenty to rest. The Pawnees very _
fire an unexpected shot was to raise his foot much friends to the palefaces."
and pull sharply upon the wire. He was not
"Hea1· ther old liar," said Cheyenne Charlie to
long in making all his preparations, and the Vvild, in a whisper. "Yer never would think
leg was soon strapped in place ag·ain. But to that he was planning' ter clean up a lot of thet·
make sure that it would work all right, he went palefaces in a day or two."
.
outside to try it. Hop happened to be corning
"Lone Dog," said Robedee, nodding toward ou r
along just then, so Jack grinned and said:
hero, "let me introduce yer to Young Wild West,
"Put up your hat, Hop. I want a shot at it." ther boy who has made sich a name for himself
"Allee light," was the quick reply, for_ ~he all over ther West."
Chinaman knew pretty well what he was driving
"Ugh!" and the chief frowned sligh tly as he
at.
looked the athletic form of our hero over.' "PaleHe placed his hat on the wen curb and then face boy heap much brave. Kill plenty Pawnees."
waited to see' what would happen. Robedee care"I never killed a Pawnee in my life unless it
fully balanced himself, and then elevated his was a matter of compulsion," Wild retorted, with
false foot until he had it about on a lin~ with a smile. "You don't think that I take pleasure
the hat. A quick ierk on the wire string and a in going about shooting Indians, do you, Lone
report sounded. ·He cer.tainly used pretty good Dog?"
judgment in aiming this way, for the bullet
"Ugh! Youn_g Wild West heap much shoot
passed through the rim of the hat.
straight," and 'the Indian looked at the revolvers
"How is that for shootin', Wild!" the ranch- that were hanging in the holsters at our hero's
man exclaimed. "I 1'eckon I'm in ther game yet, belt. .
ain't I?"
"Oh, he kin shoot straight, all -right, Lone
"You certainly are,. Jae½:. That was _a pretty Dog!" declared Robedee.
good shot, indeed. :U1d you ever practice much
"Lone Dog no like paleface boy."
at it since you have been here on the ranch ?1'
The old chief's eyes flashed as he said this.
"This is ther first time I've ever tried it. I
"Is that so, -Lone Dog?" Wild asked, as he disain't never had ther gun in ther leg afore."
mounted. "Well, I am sorry for that. I don't
"Well I suppose the cowboys would be much know as I ever did anything to yoµ to make
surpris;d to see you do anything like that."
you have such a feeling toward me."
"You bet they would. I've often thought I'd
"Heap much shoot," and the Pawnee shrugged
like ter show 'em, but I ain't never done it yet." his shoulders.
"Well, maybe we will have a chance to surprise
"~ell, all 1·ight then. But I assure you that
some Pawnees before we get back. Come on, I will never shoot you unless I catch you trying
let's go and get the horses."
to shoot me or some one else."
Robedee carefully slipped the plate over the
"Paleface boy no good!"
opening at his heel and then limped along to
"What makes you think I am no good, Lone
the stable with them. It did not take them long Dog?"
he queried.
to saddle their horses, and mounting, the four
"Shoot plenty Pawnees; make heap much fight.
started to ride away from the stable. But they
had not got very far when they heard a horse Young Wild West better go some other place."
"Well, Jack," said -our hero, turning to the
galloping behind them.
ranchman, with a laugh, "I reckon he don't like
"It's ther blamed heathen, as sure as you live, . me. Perhaps we had better leave."
Wild " said Cheyenne Charlie, as he saw Hop
"I don't see what's ther use in bein' in sich a
riding fast to overtake them. "I had an idea
he would want ter come along. I reckon he hurry about it," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who
thinks there will be some fun afore we git back." was evidently itching to get in a row with the
"Well, let him come, C.!farlie. You enjoy fun redskins. "This here is a free country, an' jest
as well as any one, and we are always bound to at present these redskins is s'posed _to be livin'
ip peace with everybody. S'pose we do a little
have it if Hop is along, so let him come on."
The clever Chinee soon overtook them, and tradin'. There's some squaws over there what's
finding that they showed -no signs of ordering got a lot of beads an' cushions, an' sich stuff."
The expression of the chief's face softened as
him to go back, he called out:
he heard this, for he was always looking for a
"Me likee takee lillee lide, too, so be."
They rode on until they came to the woods, chance to get money from the whites.
"You want to buy?" he asked Robedee.
and finding a trail that led almost straight to
"Well, I reckon some of my friends might
the Pawnee village, they continued on until they
came in sight of it. As the party rode up there want ter," was the reply.
"Squaws got heap much to sell. You buy."
was considerable stir in the place, and soon the
Wild and his partners bought a few trinkets
chief was seen to emerge from his tepee. The
majority of the Indians were attired in civilized from a couple of the squaws arid paid them about
costumes, though they were very dirty in ap- three times what they were worth. He showed
pearance,
Patches · of vegetables and grain quite a number !)f gold pieces as lie was doing
,
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this, so the chief stepped over to her hero and
said, at the same time putting out his hand :i
"Young Wild West want to be a friend of one
Dog?"
'·Certainly," was the reply.
"Give me some gold, then, and we be friends."
"Is that so, chief?" and Wild looked at him
coolly. "Well, I never yet paid money for the
friendship of any one, and I don't think I am going to do it now."
"Maybe um chief likee havee lillee smoke," said
Hop, suggestively, as he stepped forward, three
cigars in his hand. "Misler Jack, you smokee?"
"I reckon I will, Hop," the ranchman replied,
as he accepted one of the cigars.
"You smokee, Misler Chief?"
Lone Dog gave a grunt and then took the cigar
that Hop pushed towar d him. He lighted the remaining one himself.
"You no wantee cigar, Misler Charlie," said
Hop, shaking his head, which told that he had
no more to give -away just then.
"No, I don't want ter smoke, Hop," was the
retort, and the scout grinned, for he knew quite
well that the clever Chinee was going to play a
joke on the old chief.
Robedee was not long in lightning his cigar,
and he had scarcely done so when the chief walked over to a fire near at hand and started his
going. He puffed away at it rapidly, and when
about an inch had burned off there was a loud
report. The cigar had exploded, just as Charlie
·
knew it would.
"Hip hi!" cried Hop, holding up his hands in
alarm. "Whattee matee ? Somebody allee samee
shootee?"
But several of the Pawnees who were standing
close by, no doubt wisting they had a cigar _to
smoke, saw that it was the cigar that had exploded. They uttered angry cries, and talked in
their own language until they made the chief understand that the Chinaman had played a trick
on him. Then the chief flew in a great rage, and
it looked as though there was going to be a fight.
"Hop," said Wild, "have you got any whisky
about you?"
"Me gottee lillee bit, Misler Wild," was the
reply.
"Well, give th\? chief a drink. That will put
him in a better humor."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop produced
a small flask and walked over to the angered
Pawnee with it.
"Allee samee firewater, Misler Chief," the
Chinaman said. "Me velly sally um cigar go
bang!"
Lone Dog gave an angry grunt and accepted
the flask. But he was very cautious about drinking it. After smelling the contents he poured a
little in his hand and then touched his tongue to
it. But it happened to be that it was all right1
so he quickly raised the flask to his lips anct
drained it to the last drop.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, and then he hurled the
flask to the ground.
It landed close to the feet of the ranchman,
and when he saw it lying on the ground, unbroken, Jack was taken up with the idea of firing
a shot nt it from his wooden leg.

"I wonder if I kin break that bottle, boys," he
said, with a grin.
"Go ahead and try it, Jack," Wild answered,
quickly.
"All right," and quickly slipping the iron plate
aside, Robedee raised his foot so it was on a
line with the flask.
Crack I As the report rang out the flask was
broken into fragments. 'l'he Indians who had
been watching him yelled in surprise and dismay.
To see a man fire a shot from the heel of his boot
was no doubt surprising to them. However, Jack
did not mean to let them into the secret, so he
mounted his horse and signified to his companions
that he was ready to leave the Indian village.
"Good-by, Lone Dog!" cried Wild, as he got
upon the back of his sore] stallion. "I hope you
will learn to like me a littfe better before long.
Maybe we will meet again before I leave these
parts."
The chief scowled at him and muttered something that could not be understood. The rest had
mounted by this time, :;o satisfied with their visit
to the place, they turned and 1·ode away, leaving
the Pawnees gazing aft.er them in anything but
a friendly way.
CHAPTER V.-Wild Faces Death.
"Boys," said Young Wild West, when they had
covered perhaps a mile After leaving the Pawnee
village, "I have an idea that we are being followed . You ride along slowly. I won't be gone
longer than ten or fifteen minutes."
Wild turned in the woods and rode swiftlv
along, picking his way carefully between the
trees. But it was not long before 'he made a turn
and .started back directly toward the Indian villarge. When he finally came in sight of the open
land that lay the other side of the woods he
brought his sorrel stallion down to a walk and
went along rather ,:autiously. As he came to
the edge of the woods the boy dismounted and
w_as soon a?le to look at the picturesqure Indian
_village, .vh1ch was only a short distance away
Everything looked abo.it the same as when they
had left it a short time before. But he could
see nothing of the chief.
While he was soliloquizing he heard tl1e cracking a twig behind him. Turning quickly the
young deadshot was just in time to see 'Lone
Dog, the Pawnee chief, walking toward him.
"Hello, Lone Dog!" he said in his cool and easy
way.
"What paleface boy Jo he1·e ?" came the retort
. "Oh, I thought I would come back and see ho,;
you were making out."
"Young Willi West c-ome to spy on the Pawnees."'
"Well, you ca n call it that, if you like. But
I had an idea you might want to scalp me so I
thought I'd come back and give you the chance.
D.h you want to scalp me, Lone Dog?"
The chief took a step Qr two and got closer.
"Lone Dog come to walk in the forest " ho
said. "He no look for Young Wild West." '
But at that very instant Wild noticed that his
eyes kindled suddenly as he looked toward a
clump of bu shes directly behin~ him . Instinctive-
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ly the young deadshot shot a glance that way,

and when he !;{aw two braves suddenly spring
forward from concealment, each of them with a
leveled revolver, he knew that he had fallen into
a trap. But it was not the first time a thing like
that p.ad occurred, and with wonderful quickness,
Wild sprang forward and caught the chief by
•
the throat: "Order your braves to get away from here, or
.
I will kill you, Lone Dog!"
As he pressed the muzzle of a revolver against
the chief's temple as he spoke, he certainly had
the best of it for the time being.
"Go!" said the chief, quickly, motioning to the
two. "The paleface boy will kill Lone Dog."
They nodded, and after grunting that Wild
could not understand, they turned and walked
slowly away from the woods. Satisfied that he
had won out, 'Wild now released his grip upon
the chief's throat.
"You go on back to your village, and tell your
crowd that they had better not think of raiding
·any of the ranchmen or settlers in these parts,
Lone Dog," the boy said, in his cool and easy
way. "You may have an idea that you can strike
out and shoot a lot of them btfore· you are caught.
Perhaps you might, too, but it ,von't be long befoJ:te you will be corraled, and then I reckon there
will be a few Indian hangings around here. If
such a thing does happen, I will see to it that
you get your medicine, all right. To tell you the
truth, I don't like you; and I haven't a bit of
faith in you. I wouldn't believe a thing you said
if you were put under oath."
As the chief made a move to walk away there
was a so'\,1.Ild of a footstep directly behind the boy.
Then as quick as a flash the treacherous Pawnee
sprang forward and caught our hero by the arms.
At the same moment a Pawnee ·sprang upon him
from behind a t ree. Wild made a desperate
-struggle, but the chief was powerful, and he held
him in a vise-like grip. The result was that with
the assistance of the other he was quickly downed.
"Young Wild West shall di!l!" came the hissing
exclamation from between the thin lips of the
cruel Pawnee. "He shall not die at the stake, for
Lone Dog is at peace wfth the palefaces."
"And so you a1·e going to kill- me, are you?"
the boy asked, looking at him calmly and without
a tremor in his voice. "I thought you said you
were at peace with the palafaces?"
"Lone D_o g hates the paleface boy who has
killed many of his people."
Then he said something in his own tongue to
the brave who had assisted him, and the result
was that the latter hastened from the spot. It
was not long before he came back, leading Wild's
horse, which told the boy plainly that he and his
companions had been followed when they left the
village, as he had supposed. The fact was that
three of the braves had been sent out by the chief
immediately after their departure. They had
gone out in different directions, and two of them
had met after seeing that Wild had turned to
come back. The other had not shown up until
just. as he was needed by the chief, which was a
Tather unlucky thing for our hero . . Lone Dbg
looked admiringly at the so'rrel stallion. He now
caught hold of the boy and with the assistance
of the brave, put him in the saddle.

A rope was tied under the-hors.e to the ankles
of Wild and pulled so tight that it was impossible
for him to even fall from t'he saddle. When this
was done he gave a nod of satisfaction and then.
told the brave to go to the village and fetch his
horse to him, at the same time telling him to
bring the two others who had been sent out to
follow the palefaces when they left the village
back with him . . Wild was in anything but an
easy frame of mind just then, for he knew that
the redskins could easily put him out of the way
if they chose to. It was not long before the three
Pawnees rode ,up, one of them leading the chief's
horse; Lone Dog gave a nod of satisfaction, and
after complimenting his braves for what they lrn,d
done, he mounted and, taking the bridle of Wild's
horse, he rode off through the woods, going in
almost the same direction Wild had come from
when he left h1s friends. But when about half
a mile had been covered he turned slightly to the
left and soon entered a rather deep gully. Riding
through this for perhaps another mile, he turned
from it and the horses clambered up a steep ascent until they were walking along the top of a
cliff. A little further along the top of the cliff
the four redskins came to a halt at the brink of
a chasm. Then Lone Dog cut the. rope that held
Wild to the horse and pulled him from the
·
saddle.
Taking a rope from one of the Indians, he
threw it over a stout limb that overhung the
chasm below, which must have been at least a
hundred feet deep, and made it fast. He threw
the 0ther end over to where the boy was standing,
held securely · by two of the redskins, and passed ·
it about his neck, leaving probably twenty feet
of slack. Wild knew what the red fiends meant
to do now. They were going to ha,ng him.
"Young Wild West must die! He shall hang
the way the palefaces kill horse thieves," said
Lone Dog, his eyes gleaming with the savage hate
that was within his breast. "His horse will go
back alone, and the paleface boy's friends will
never knew where the boy is. When death has
come to Young Wild West, Lone Dog will cut
the Tope and let him drop down among the rocks
and bushes below. He will not be found and
the big birds will come and pick the flesh 'from
his bones, while the wolves will fight over him.
Lone Dog has spoken."
As he said this, the chief broke switch from
a limb close at hand and gave the sorrel a sharp
cut. Away the horse galloped, for he was not
in the habit of being used in that way. As Wild
saw his noble animal disappear among the trees
he felt almost like giving himself up for lost.
He knew that all that was required now was a
pu_sh, and ,!'ie wtrul~ d:r:op over the cliff only to
brmg up with a quick Jerk that would break his
neck.
"Young Wild West. will go to his deatl~!" said
the chief, as he gave him a push from behind
.
to start him forward.
But Wild was not going to do that if he
could help himself. He had the use of his feet
and as quick as a flash he kicked out right and
!~ft, and ~ent th~ two who were holding fast to
him on either side staggering back. Then he
turned, and before the Pawnee chief could get out
of the way he butted him in the stomach and
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sent him to the ground, doubling up in the shape
of a half-opened· jack-knife. He t:, ied his best to dislodge the rope that had
been tied about his neck. But it was no go, for
the chief had tied it securely there. Enraged at
the way he had been butted by the pr isoner, Lone
Dog sprang to his f eet and without any loss of
time seized the helpless boy and forced him from
the brink of the cliff:

When they finally reached the top of it they
were just in time to catch a glimpse of a 1·edskin
as he disappeared behind a big 1·ock.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"The1·e's somethin' up, I reckon. I wonder what
that blamed Pawnee is doin' around here."
"I reckon we had better find out, ChaTlie,"
suggested Dart.. "Come on."
But they found that it would be impossible to
go any further in that direction with the horses,
so they quickly dismounted, and leaving the animal with their bridle reins hanging oveF their
CHAPTER VI.-How Wild Was Saved.
hands, they started over the rocky .ground on foot .·
Jack could not get along very fast, but Charlie
When Wild had been gone about five minutes, and Jim did not wait for bim, for something
Jack Robedee suddenly brought his horse to a seemed to tell them that the Indian was there for
halt and turning to Char lie and Jim, said:
no good purpose. It was necessar y for them to
"See -1\ere, boys, I don't see no use in us 1·idin' climb a jagged ascent, and it took them two or
along ahead. Wild has gone back to see if ther three minutes ta do it.
Injuns · has followed u s, so what's ther matter
But when they got to the top they were amply
with us takin' a ride acr oss to ther woods over paid for their efforts, for at that very moment
t her e ter kill time ?"
Young Wild West kicked the two braves from
"Lat velly goodee, so be," spoke up Hop, who him and then butted the chief in the stomach.
was listening a few yards away.
Cheyenne Charlie, who was a little in advance of
"I reckon no one said anyt hing to you, you Jim, was the fir st to see this. He swung his rifle
blamed heathen!" t he scout excl aime.d.
to his shoulder, intending to shoot the Indians
"Lat allee light, Misler Ch arlie. Me wantee down. But at that moment his foot slipped and
go after Misler Wild and see how he makee outtee he went rolling downward. If it had not been
so be."
for Jim he might have been badly bruised, but
"Well, you had better not do tha t, 'cause if he the boy was quick enough to stop his descent.
wante J any one ter go with him he would have
"Hurry up, Jim!" the scout exclaimed, excitedsaid so."
ly. "Ther Injuns has got Wild there with a rope
But Hon did not seem to mind what was said around his neck. They must be goin' ter hang
to him at all. He quickly turned his broncho him."
around and rode along in the direction the young
Jim waited to hear no mo1·e. He quickly reachdeadshot had taken. Seeing tha t he was bound _ ed the top of the rock and peered over. It was
to go, Cheyenne Charlie said no m ?re, but turn- on a rather wide ledge that the Indians had
ing to Jim and the ranchman, he said:
taken the young deadshot, and as Jim looked
"Well, I s'pose we might a s well kill time fo':J: a downward he saw one of the ·Pawnees in the act
while. We kin ride over to ther woods there an' of pulling upoJl a rope that hung loosely from a
git up on ther hill. Then we j{in see putty well limb over his head . He could see that the rope
when Wild shows UP,. It seems that ther woods hung downward, but what was at 'the other end
here ain't very thick, anyhow, so we kin see him . of it he did not know, for the ledge shut off his
as he rides through on his way back."
view. Dart guessed right away that something
"All right," ;Jack answered, with a satisfied had happened to Wild, but he did not want to shoot
nod . "l seem ter sorter feel a s ihough ther In- the Indian down without knowing what was up.
juns has followed us, an' it might be that they'll . "What are you doing, redskin?" he called out,
be 011 ther watch when Wild comes back. You ~harply, as he leveled his rifle at him.
know as well as I do that -Lone Dog has a grudge
The Pawnee gave a cry of alarm, and quickly
ag'in Wild . S'pose he should take it in his head let go the rope and jumped out of sight. The
ter shoot him down from behind ther bushes?"
pattering of footsteps came to Jim's ears, and as
Hop had disappeared from view by this time, Cheyenne Charlie reached his side there was noth-so the three turned straight to the left and soon ing for him to see but the 1·ope.
reached a spot where the woods were much
"They've chucked Wild over ther cliff, Jim,"
thicker. They rode on steadily until they found the scout exclaimed, hoarsely. "vVe've got ter
themselves ascending a steep a scent, and when a git down there in a hurry."
mile had been covered they were at the brink of a
Fortunately, thel'e was a chance to do this, and
deep chasm.
_,,
leading the way, the scout went on downward,
"I didn't know this was here, Jack," the scout slipping and sliding, but managing to keep in an
said, as he dismounted. "I reckon we can't go upright position until he reached the ledge. Jim
any further."
came a little mo1·e slowly, all the while keepin his
"No, we can't go any further that way, Char- eyes fixed in the dil'ection the redskins had fled .
lie, that's sure," was the reply. "B11t we kin ride Charlie quickly leaned over the cliff and_then, to
along in ther direction of ther Injun village for his great joy, he saw Young Wild West hanging
a ways, an' then we'll come to . a place that's to a st.out bush in which his feet had become en- putty high. We kin stop there an' take a look tangled in some way. The rope was still slack,
around. I've got an idea that ,ve kin see ther and his head was hanging downward. When the
Injuns from there, 'cause there's a break in ther scout saw that he was gagged so he could not
woods over there, an' it _might be in line with utter an outc1·y, he lost no time in making preparather village."
tions to rescue him frotn .'llis perilous position.
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The bush to which the boy was hanging in such
a precarious position was not more than six feet
below. When Lone Dog had pushed Wild over
the cliff the boy had given himself up . as lost,
but instead of going straight down only to fetch
up with a jerk that would brea1c his n~ck, his
feet struck the bush and by good luck became
entangled in it. Of course, Wild did his level
best to hold fast to it by twisting his toes among
the tangled branches.
"Keep cool, Wild!" Cha1·lie cried, excited'\y.
"We're goin' ter save yer. Me an' Jim is right
here, an' Jack is comin'."
A muffled reply came from the boy's mouth,
and Charlie knew he had been heard.
"Come here, Jim," he said. "There's only one
thing ter do about this. I'm goin' ter take you
by ther ankles an' reach down with yer until you
kin git hold of that rope an' put it around Wild's
body in some way. It's our only chance."
Jim was quite willing to do anything, and as
he peered over and saw that Charlie could easily
lower him far enough for him to assist Wild,
he unhesitatingly crept forward and swung gent. 1y downward. Charlie was as strong a,; an ox,
and lying flat on his stomach, regardless of the
fact that the Indians might come back and spoil
the rescue, he reached over -as far as his arms
could go, holding_ Jim tightly by the .ankles.
Dart had his knife ready, and finding that -he
could Teach Wild's hands, he made an attempt
to cut the rope that held them fast. The first
time he missed, but the second time he had the
satisfaction of seeing the bonds part. The moment his haRds were free, Young Wild West
felt for the rope that was tied about his neck.
It was hanging loosely downward for a . foot or
tw-0, so it was not difficulty for him to get a good
hold upon it.
"Hold fast, Wild!" panted Jim. "As soon as
Charlie haul s me up we will get you."
A muffled reply came to his ears, and then
Charlie, sati~ed that Wild had been saved, slowly pulled Dart upward. It wa~ not an easy task
to do this, but he kept at it until the boy was
safely upon the ledge. Then the two lost no time
in getting hold of the rope, and two minutes later
Young Wild West was landed safely upon the
ledge. Charlie quickly tore the gag from his
mouth, and though his face was very pale, our
hero smiled and said :
"Well, boys, that is .yhat I can call one of my
very narrow escapes. The Pawnee chief cer-·
tainly meant to put al). end to me that time. I
really thought it was all up with me when I felt
myself going over the edge of the cliff."
"I don't blame yer for thinkin' that way, Wild,"
retorted the scout, shaking his head.
His face was as pale as that of' our hero, which
showed what his feelings were.
"I heard you, Jim, when you called out to
the redskin wh~•was ·crying to shake me loose
from the bush," Wild went on to say, as he turned
to Dart. "I knew then foat my chances of living
were pretty good, and I became as cool as a
cucumber. \Veil, I reckon I'm worth a whole lot
of dead men yet."
It was wonderful to see how quickly the boy
recovered from the strain his perilous position
had put upon his mind and body. Aftel' s tl'etch~
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ing his arms a bit,. he · declared he was ready to
leave the spot.
"Where's Spitfire?" Jim asked, after a .pause.
"Oh, the old chief gave him a good cut with
a switch and started him .off. He was afraid to
keep him, it seems."
>fWell, we'll find him, all right," Charlie said.
"What are yer goin' ter do now, Wild, go after
'em right away?"
"No,'t was the quick reply. "We'll jest let them
go the limit now. I hardly think this interference will stop them from holding the ghost p.ance.
I suppose Lone Dog's blood is up now, and he
won't be satisfied until he gets at the whites in
earnest. Of course, he can well imagine that I
have escaped. But that will only make him all
the more eager to. get me again. We will go on
back to the ranch now just as soon as I can find
Spitfire."
-.
"Jest as you say, Wild."
Dm:t now started to lead the way to the top
of the hill. When they got theTe they found
Robedee panting vigorously, for it had been hard
WO'!'k for him to climb over the rocks with hfa
wooden member. When he saw Wild he was not
a little surprised, since he had no idea of w'l rnt
had taken place.
"I came near being a goner that time, Jack,"
said the young ·deadshot, with a smile. "Lone
Dog tried to hang me over the cliff. When I
dropped I happened to catch onto a bush, and that
.was all that saved my life. It was a lucky thing
that Charlie and Jim got there just as they did,
though, or I would have been gone, anyhow, for
one of the redskins was about to pull me free
from the bush and let me drop until I brought up
short and broke my neck."
Jack was amazed.
"Ther scoundrels!" he exclaimed, hotly. "Didn't
yer shoot a11y of 'em, Charlie?"
"I never had ther chance, blame it!" the scout
retorted, shaking his head . "I was goin' ter let
'em have it when I slipped an' tumbled down ag'in
Jim. But it's all right. You kin bet your life
if I git a chance at Lone Dog I'll put a bul;et
clean through him."
"Take it easy, Charlfa,'' said Wild, smiling at
the scout. "You must remember tha t though the
chief did his best to put me ou t of the way, I am
here yet . That counts for a whole lot."
"Well, it wasn't his fault that yer lived through
it, anyhow."·
"I know that well enough, but I am here, so
Lone Dog is not a murderer, as fa.r as I am concerned."
"Well, I can't help sayin' it, Wild, out if I git
a good shot at that chief I'm gzjng ter have
.
him."
"Keep cool, Charlie. Don't you know that I
have made up my mind to rope the ghost dancers?
I want to get all the cowboys with us to-monow
afternoon an<l ride up close to the clearing in
the woods and watch for the ghost dancers to
appear. Just when they get ready to start in we
must corral them. I reckon they won't put up
much of a fight, for I haxdly think there will
be a great many of them."
"All right, Wild. I'm goin' ter do jest as you
think best."
The scout now turned his attentio; to Jack
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Robe Jee and assisted him to get down to the wouldn't," Robedee spoke up. "If we was ter
start shootin' redskins we would. be held for mur:place v1·here they had left their horses.
"I reckon you had better get on with me, der. That's ther way ther authorities would look
Wild," Jim Da1t said, as he reached his horse. at it, anyhow. You know as well as I do that
"The chances are Spitfire will go on l;,ack to the unless a white man shoots a redskin in selfranch."
defense he's held for ther blame of it. You jest
"All right, Jim. I suppose that will be a whole let Wild settle this business. He's made up his
lot better than walking, and the boy quick1y mind ter ropE! this gang .of redskins, an' take 'em
all alive, if he kin. If that kin be done, it will
mounted behind his chum.
They set out, ridin'g straight through the woods be a whole )ot more to our credit."
"Oh, I only spoke that way 'cause my feeliri's
and just as they reached the edge of it they
were agreeably surprised to see Hop riding along got ther best of .ne," the cowboy hastily declared.
"Don't think that I want ter do anything ag'in
and leading Wild's sorrel stallion.
"Whoopee ! whoopee!" shouted Cheyenne Char- ther wishes of Young Wild West."
lie, waving his hat. "Ther heathen has done a
"Well, all you'll need ter do is to see the ·rest
go d turn, after all. I didn't want him ter faller of the boys and have them on hand to-morrow
yer, Wild, but he would go. It ain't likely he afternoon, right after dinner," said Wild. "Don't
seen anything of what happened ter yer, but he let them get excited over it, either, or you might
was lucky enough to find Spitfire."
spoil it all."
Hop came galloping up, a satisfied smile showOur friends looked at Robedee's fat cattle after
ing in his yellow face, for he saw Wild with the that, and an hour later they returned to.the ranch
others.
to find that the children had finished their music
"Whattee mattee, l\iisler Wild?" he asked, as lesson. The teacher was playing the organ and
the boy slipped from the back of Jim's horse and the girls were having a fine time singing.
tool: charge of his own steed .
"It's mighty fine to be all together ag'in, ain't
"Well, the redskins had me, Hop," was the re- it, Wild?" said the ranchman, nodding to our
ply. "They had me for fair, too. I came near hero.
passing in my chips."
"It certainly is, Jack," was the ·reply. "Come
"Ley wantee killee you, Misler Wild?" the to think of it, if I ever settle down, I think it
Chinaman asked, in surprise.
will be on a ranch, something like you have here."
"I reckon they did. They came very near doing it, too. It was only because of my good luck
that I was saved."
Wild thought enough of the clever Chinee to
CHAPTER VII.-Wild's Plans Leak Out.
take time to tell him all about his exciting adventure that had so nearly cost him bis life. Hop
It seemed that one of Robedee's cowboys could
listened without a word. But by the expression not keep what he had heard about the attempt
of his face it could be readily understood how on Young Wild's life to himself. That very afterpleased he was to think that the young deadshot noon, after he got through hi s work, he rode over
had been saved. Long before they got back to the to a settlement some fifteen miles from tne ranch
ranch, Young Wild West had fully recovered to buy some whisky and tobacco for himself and
from his thrilling experience. To see and talk the rest of the cowboys. While there he met
to him just then no one would ever have believed three cavalrymen from. the post at; the reservahow near death he had been but a short tim~ tion . One of them was a corporal he knew very
before. As they rode up to the table, Arietta well, so after he had indulged in a few drinks
and Robedee's two children came out. But they with him the cowboy, who was the one called
had not come to meet our friends, for they were Bill, told him of the treachery of Lone Dog.
looking in another direction. Wild looked that The corporal was greatly surpriseq, since he had
way too, ancLwhen ne saw a young girl riding no inkling of an outbreak, especially of ·the Pawtoward the house he guessed that it was the nees, who were thought to be very peaceful just
.
teacher.
then.
"Well, boys," he said, "I suppose the kids are
"So Young Wild West is at Robedee's ranch, is
going to get their music lesson now. As we he?" the corporal asked, afte:r he had listened to
won't be wanted in the house, I think it will be a the cowboy's story.
good jdea if we ride out and let the cowboys
"Yes, that's right, an' he didn't want to be
know of what has happened."
known what was up. I s'pose he wants ter have
"Well, you haven't looked at all my· cattle yet, ther satisfaction of ropin' ther redskins when
anyhow," Jack answered. "Come on. We won't they sta1t ther ghost dance."
"Well, I happen to know that Young Wild
put ther horses in ther stable jest yet."
They rode out upon the ranch, and ih about West has a great privilege with the army officers.
half an hour they found the foreman and three He is a sort of volunteer scout, and he can offer
others who worked at the ranch. The ranchman his services and give advice wlumever he feels inwas not long in telling them all that had hap- clined that way. I think I wil'l ride back to the
pened and when they heard this the cowboys ranch with you and have a talk with him before
I say anything about this to the captain of our
were 'eager to get at the redskins.
"I don't see as there's any use in waitin' for troop."
"I reckon that would be ther best way?" Bill
'em to make an outbreak. We had better start
up ther game an' kill a few of 'em off," said the declared. "I s'pose Young Wild West won't like
it when he hears that I've gone an' told yer about
man called Jumper.
"Well, that wouldn't do, an' you know it it."
0
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"Well, I will fi x that part all right. I think J•upte.d, and then the corporal informed him that
you have done your duty in telling me'. As soon he had heard from a cowboy what had happened
as you get ready to go back I will go with you. that day and also that the young deadshot exI can send a message to the captain that I have pected to rope the ghost dancers and spoil the
been called aw,iy to see Young Wild West, and outbreak.
that will make it all right."
"Well, corporal;'' said Wild, smiling at him,
Half an hour later the corporal had fixed "since you have learned this, I suppose it is all
things; and the cowboy had made his purchases. right. But I had an idea I could manage this '
The two rode to the ranch by a short cut, which affair myself. With my two . l}artners .and ten
would bring them pretty close to the Pawnee ·cowboys, I reckon I can do a whole lot, especially
village. It had raiJ'ied the night before, and when we take time by the forelock and nip the
though the sun had been shining during the day, uprisin.g in the bud. I suppose you feel as thoug h
the sky was cloudy now, so that but few stars you ought to report to your superiors and let
could be seen. As they were passing within sight them take a hand in the game.'.'
of the Indian village a party of mounted red"Well, I can't lielp feeling that way," the corskins suddenly appeared riding toward them. poral answered.
The moment they saw the two riders 'the red"Well, it's all right. I'll tell you what you can
skins slackened the pace of their horses and rode do. When you get back _to the post you can reup to them rather slowly. When they saw that port this thing just as you heard it, for what you
-0ne -of the white men wore the unifor m of an have said is about correct. But I want you to
enlisted man of the army the Indians appeared tell your superior officer not to appear on the
to be somewhat disturbed.
scene until after dark, and. then to wait until
"Where you go?" one of them a sked the -cor- he hears firing before he takes a . hand in it.
poral.
Will you do it?"
"What's that your business, redskin?" was the
"I certainly will, Young Wild West.'' ·
curt retort.
"All right. What is the colonel's name?"
The Pawnees, for such they were, talked in low
"The colonel is not at the post just now. Captones among themselves, and then rode on toward tain Dwight is in charge thw·e until he gets
- the village without saying ·anything further to back."
l
the two riders.
"Very well, I will write a note to Captain
"I guess there is trouble brewing, all right, Dwight.
Will you see that he gets it as soon as
Bill," said the corporal, a s they rode away. "~hey you get back?"
seem to have th~ir su spicions that I am up to
"I promise you that I will.''
something. Prob§.bly they think I have an inkling
"All right, then," and Wild was not long in
of the uprising that is about. to take place."
writin
gthe note, which contained his advice and
"Well, they don't like ther sight of a soldier,
in regard to the ghost dancers.
anyhow," the cowboy answered, with a shrug of instructions
The corporal took the note and placed it in his
his shoulders. "I reckon that gang don't belong pocket,
and then at the invitation of .our hero he ·
over at ther village of Lone Dog ..'
·
remained for about an hour at the ranch, en"Well, l don't know about that, but from what ·joying
himself greatly. Hop entertained them
· I saw of them they tried to hide therp. when they with a series of magic feats, an d many of them
rode up."
•
were so humorous that the corporal laughed unt il
"I seen 'em, too. You kin bet your life they're the tears rolled down his cheeks, forgetting all
gittin' ready to raise a big ruction. But Young about the t r ouble that might be expected from
Wild West will put a stop to that, 'cause he said the Pawnees for the time being. As he wa.s
he's going ter do it. What that boy says, gel').- about to go, Hop nodded to him and said:
.
erally goes, yer know."
"Maybe you likee havee nicee lillee dlink, Mis"Yes, I heard all about him. But he may not ler Soldier."
be able to spoil the outbreak, after all. I will
"No, thank you, Hop," was the r_e ply, for the
see him and have a talk with him, and then I corporal had readily learned th"e clever Chinee's
will go back and make a Teport to the post.''
name.
•
The two reached the ranch a little after nine
"Maybe you likee havee lillee wine, so be? It
that evening. There was a jolly time at the
. ranch l10use. The organ was being played by makee you feelee velly muchee goodee, when you
Anna, who was quite a musician, and ther e was !ide back."
"Woil, if you insist on it, I will take a little
dancing in progress. Hop was ther e, too, making
fun for them all. When Wild was informed that wine with you," and the corporal smiled goodan officer of the cavalr y from the post wanted naturedly.
"Allee light, me makee some.''
to see him he was not a little surprised. Bill,
There was a pitcher of water on the table as
for reasons of his own, did not appear, but sought
_ the quarters of the cowboys. The cavalry man well as several glasses. But it happened that
quickly made himself known, and Wild shook there was · not a drop of wine in the house.
"Where are you goin' to git ther wine from,
hands with him.
"I would like to have a little private talk with Hop?" the mistress of the ranch asked, with a
you; Young Wild West," the 9fficer said, with a smile.
"Me allee samee makee," was the reply.
smile.
"Oh, I s'pose you're goin' to make it out of
"All right, I reckon you can do that," was the
·
~
reply. "Come right over in the other room at this water."
"Lat light. Me, velly smaTtee Chinee."
side of the hall.''
"Well, I hardly think. I would care· t.o drink
Wild shut the door so they might not be inter-
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Just then Martha came over to the table and
wine that was made from water," said the corbegan straightening up the papers that lay upon
poral, laughingly.
it. . Then it was that the glass of water was
"Lat allee light. You waitee."
Hop had a flask of whisky in his coat pocket, discovered. But even then the corporal could not
and he really meant to give the corporal some- understand how the '!lever Chinee had made the
thing strong . to drink. He knew he could color change, though Wild assured him that the glass
it to make it look like_ wine, even if it did not of liquor he had drunk was certainly under the
-taste like it. The color would be harmless, too, paper when Hop spread the handkerchief on the
since it was but the juice of some berries l1e had table and changed it for the glass of water.
"Well, it don't matter now it was. done, it was
found in the house. Already he had a glass half
full of whisky that had been colored by this juice. very clever, and the liquor .tasted pretty good,
It was hidden under a newspaper that had been too," declared the corporal, with a smile.
He left soon after that, assuring Wild that
thrown carelessly upon the _ table among some
others. The Chinaman coolly poured a glass half he would deliver the note to the captain and folfull of water and then told everybody to watch it low his directions strictly to the very letter.
"Jack," said Wild, after he had gone, "I am
sharply; Of course, they did. They were bound
to do this, since the understanding was that the sorry that one of the cowboys took the trouble of
telling that fellow what was in the wind. I wonwater was to turn into wine.
The clever Chinee produced his big yellow silk der who could have done it?"
·" Well, s'pose we go out to ther shack an' find
handkerchief and tossed it lightly over the glass
of water. But while he was talking to them and out," Robedee suggested.
"All right, come ahead. I don't know as I will
relating how he had performed magic feats for
the benefit of the en:fperor of China, he cleverly find much fault with the .man, but I will just tell
changed the glasses, slipping the one that C?n- him that he is not fit to be trusted with a secret."
Our hero and the ranchman were not long in
tained water under the newspaper and puttmg
the other under the handkerchief. This was done going to the co,vboys quarters. - Bill was there,
in such a slick way that not even Young Wild playing cards with three others, and when he
saw them come in he showed signs of uneasiness
West or his pai;tners could detect him at it.
"Now, Jen, 114isler Soldier," he said, smiling right away.
"Boys," said Jack, looking over the small crowd
"blandly at the corporal, "you watchee and me
that was gathered there, "which"of yer went over
makee velly goodee wine, so be."
Throwing hi~ eyes toward the ceiling, he mut- to ther settlement to-night?"
"I ~i~," said Bill, promptly dr2pping his _cards
tered something in Chinese, at the same time
making mysterious passes over the handkerchief. and nsmg from the bench he Bad been sitting
•
Suddenly he clapped his hands togethe1· and then upon.
"It was you who told about the redskins, then?"
grabbed the handkerchief and lifted it from the
table. There was a glass apparently half full of said Wild, looking at him sharply.
"Yes, Young Wild West," was the hesitating
good red wine.
"Lat velly nicee, ·Misler Soldier," he said, bow- reply. "I met a corporal what I knowed putty
ing to the surprised corporal. "You dlinkee lat. well over there, an' while we was drinkin' together I let .out something afore I knowed it.
You findee it velly goodee."
"You're sure it is !lot poison, Hop?" came the But I hope there ain't nothin' wrong comin' out
of it, is there?"
query.
"Well, I don't know as there is, for I think I
"Lat no hurtee you. You tastee."
The officer lifted the glass, and after smelling have fixed it so we will not be interfered with
when we start in to rope the redskins as they
the contents, took a taste.
"Well, it tastes something like wine. But I start their ghost dance. But I am satisfied that
rather think it is a little more in the line of you should not be told a secret again."
"I'm mighty sorry I said anything about it,
whisky," he said.
Young Wild West," said the cowboy, meekly.
"Lat allee light, you dlinkee."
"Well, all right. I shall not say anything more
"Do you think I had better, Young Wild West?"
about it. See to it -that you don't tell any one
-the col'poral asked, turning to ou1• hero.
"Well, if you like anything in that line I sup- else. I want the honor of spoiling the Indian
pose it is all right. If he tells you it won't hurt • outbreak. Of course, if they knew all about it
you I am sure you need not fear of being poi- at the post they would mighty- soon put a stop to
it, for there are enough cavalrymen there to
soned."
' "All right, then; here's good luck to every- strike terror to the hearts of the redskins."
body!" and the corporal swallowed the contents
"Well, there ain't so very many of 'em over
of the glass.
there, either, jest now," spoke up Robcdee, shak"You're a wonder, Hop," he declared, as he ing his head. "They're most all been sent
handed the glass to him. "I wish I was like away."
you. There are often times when I would give
"That's right," declared Bill. "Maybe we'll
i>." good deal for a drink of good liquor, and if I need ther help of them what's there.'
could simply turn a glass of water into some good
"Well, if we do we'll easy get them," and so
stuff like that which I just swallowed, I'd be all saying our hero turned and left the building.
right."
The inmates of the ranch house retired soon
"Velly easy, so be," the Chinaman declared, after that, but our hero and his partners were
blandly.
up early, as usual, the following morning.
"Yes, it's easy for you, but. not for me, I
"Now, then, boys," said Wild, to his partners,
guess."
"I reckon we are going to take a little scout
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Hround t h is morning and get a line on abou t how
many r edskins there are to join in the ghost
r'.ance. We want to get things just right, and
then we had better ride over to the post, for there
i no telling but that the captain in command
there might ignore the note I sent him and spoil
our plans."
"A good idea, Wildf" said Jim.
Shortly after breakfast the th1·ee set out an<l
rode straight for the post. As they came close
to the Pawnee village Wild felt tempted to r ide
through it and let Lone Dog see him. But he
thought better of it and rode on around until
they had nearly passed the place. But, as luck
,Yould have it, who should come riding in from
the direction of the settlement but Lone Dog and
the .same three braves who had so nearly put an
end to the young deadshot's life the day before.
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero, hi s eyes flashing.
"Boys, there are my would-be murderers. I reckon
we will have to hold a little conversation with
them."
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I want you to go ahead and do it. I reckon my
partners will let you take my scalp too.'
1 scalp," and
"Me no want Young Wild Wests
the chief shook his head.
"Well, I reckon you're not going to get it, anyhow, so don't worry, you old scound1·el ! Say
when you are 1·eady, and we will fight it out.
If you get the best of me you can have my scalp,
for I will have no need of it, I suppose. But
if I get the best of you I will take your hair
over to the army post and tell them what a
sneaking scound1·el you have been.''
The three braves remai_ned upon their ponies,
sitting almost motionless. Charlie and Jim did
not dismount, either, but looked on with interest.
Neither of them had the least idea that Wild
would be bested by the Indian, so they simply
waited te; see him win the fiht. The chief was a
little slow about drawing his knife, and it wa s 11ot
until Wild flouri shed his in his face that he did
so.
"Now, then, Lone Dog," said the boy, in his
cool and easy way, "I am going to whip you. It
won't be long before the blood will be flowing.
Kill me if you can.''
CHAPTER VIII.-Wild Visits the .Army Post.
To an ordinary person thi s would have seemed
to be a great risk on the part of the young dead"Hello, Lone Dog!" said the young deadshot,,. shot, for no matter how clever he might be at
as he rode directly up to the rnscally chief and handling a hunting-knife, the chief possibly could
brought his horse to a ha It. "I see we have met do him some da mage. But Charlie and Jim did
again."
not think this way. They kne w how active Wild
"Ugh!" exclaimed the chief. "Youn g Wild was, and they depende d upon him to handle the
West got heap much luck."
Indian as though he was naught but a novice.
"That's r ight. I pride myself on that, you
"Are you r eady?" the boy a sked , a s he stepped
scoundrel! But you certainly meant to put an back and raised his knife in the air.
end to me yesterday, didn't you?"
"Yes, I am ready," came the reply.
"Lone Dog very much mad, and he try to kill
Then, as quick a s a flash, Lone Dog took a big
paleface boy, but ·he is glad he no kill him."
chance and lunged with hi s knife, fiercely. But
"You lie, when you say that, Lone Dog! You Wild caught the blade upon the hilt of his own
ru:e very sorry you did not succeed in putting an and easily turned it a side. At the same time he
end to me."
brought his left hand against the Pawnee's ear
The Indian started to ride away, but the boy with a resounding whack.
reached over and caught his pony by the head.
"Ugh!" Lone Dog grunted, savagely. "Pale"Don't be in a hurry," he said, smiling at the face boy slap hard with his hand.''
red villain, "I reckon I want to talk a little with
"I'll slap with something else pretty soon, you
you before you go."
old scoundrel?' came the reply, while the boy's
"~:; the paleface boy want to fight?" cried eyes flashed, showing that he meant business.
the chief, angrily.
The next time Lone Dog came toward him
"Well, I would just as leave do that as not. rather cautiously. But Wild did not seem to want
Do you feel like fighting, Lone Dog?"
to prolong the fight, for he made a dart at him
The other Pawnees, witn the chief, brightened and ju~t as he was within reach of him stepped
up w11en they heard their leader's talk of fight- nimbly aside. Then, with the flat of the blade,
ing. Probably they felt that he might be able he struck him squarely across the forehead. It
to settle the paleface boy in that way.
was a hard blow, though of course it did not draw
"Young Wild West shoot heap much straight." blood. Lone Dog th1·ew up his hands and stag"Yes I know I can, but you don't have to gered bac\{ a few steps before he could recover
fight die with guns. Suppose you try it with himself, while his three braves looked on in disyour hunting-knife? , I will meet you fair and may. They could now re~dily see that the boy
square."
could easily kill him if he wanted to.
The chief gave a savage grunt, and then quick"Come on, Lone Dog, you are a very brave
ly slipped from the back of his horse. Wild knew chief. You know how to fight wih knives, and
he was ready and willing to fight, so he quickly you are not afraid of the palefaces. Come on,
dismounted . Ma ny times had he met Indians of you old scoundrel, and I will soon fix you up in
the differen t t ribe~ in a hand-to-hand fight with good shape!"
knives, and he was confident now of easily bestIt was quite evident that the Pawnee undering the Pawnee chi ef.
stood all that was said to him and, becoming en"Suppose Lo·1g Dog kill the paleface boy," said raged, he lost a great deal of his caution and
the chief, loo!dng uneasily at Charlie and Jim. rushed upon the boy as though to stab him te
"Well if you do that no one will interfe r e death in a hurry. Down came the knife with .A
ith yo~, so ·don ·t be afraid. If you can kill me hiss, but it simply cut the empty air, for Wild
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quickly jump()d aside and again slapped him tan- meet again, for the next time I fight with you
talizingly across the forehead with his blade. He I am going to have your life. Do you underc_ould easily kill him, but that was not the boy's stand?."
1rnrpose. Eve!'! if he did this and it was reported
"Ugh!" exclaimed the Pawnee chief. "The
that it had been done in a fair fight, he would paleface boy heap much fight. Lone Dog is a
probably be censured at the army post for it. good Indian. Like the palefaces very much.
What he wanted to do was to prove conclusively He will never fight Young Wild West, who is the
that he was the master of Lone Dog and then let greatest brave of all the palefaces. Good-by!"
him go on about his b-usiness.
The boy laughed at this, and he stood upon the
The chief malde two or th1·ee rushes at him ground until the villainous qua1·tette were all
after that, but each time he made a miss of it well away from them.
and received a slap with Wild's knife for his
"Vvell, that makes me feel better, boys," he
pains .• The young deads;hot now decided to draw said, as he mounted his sorrel stallion and started
blood upon him, so he waited for a good chance to 1·ide away. Now, then, we will ride over to
and then pricked his left arm slightly. This so the post and see how things are there."
enraged the rascally Pawnee that he leaped back
"I jest wish that galoot I slapped alongside
and drew a revolver from his belt. But before ther head had showed fight," said Charlie, shak. he could take aim, Wild leaped forward and but- ing his head, sadly. "I never felt any more like
ted him in the stomach. Down went Lone Dog lickin' an Injun than I dirl right then."
in a heap, the revolver flying from his grasp.
"Well, you could hardly expect him to fight
"So Yl>ll meant to shoot me, did you?" said ,vnd, after he saw how his chief was handled," Jim
as he stood over him and waited for him to get Dart observed, with a smile. "You can't get a
up. "All right. Now I am going to give you a redskin to fight when he knows he has no show.
thrashing, and I will only use my two fists to do But 1 reckon if he ever gets a chance at you on
it, too. Get up, or I will hit you as you are I"
the sly he will get square with you, all right."
"Most likely he will, but I ain't goin' te1· let
It was impossible for him to get up just then,
so Lone Dog merely gasped and looked at his c~n- him git a chanc~ at me, Jim.'•
""Just see that you don't.''
querer in fear and anger.· Presently he arose,
They rode on and were soon in sight of the
and then before he had hardly got his balance,
Wild struck him twice in the face and sent him post, which was not much of a place, since there
flat on his back again. He did this just as fast was only a big block-house and two or three log
as the Pawnee tried to get up, and finally he was cabins there. But it answered the purpose of the
colonel, all right, and that was all that was
satisfied that he had given him enough.
"I reckon that will do, boys," our hero said, as needed. The corporal who had called at the ranch
he tu'rned and smiled at his partners. "He was the night before came out to greet them when
about the easiest one I ever met to fight with." he saw who were coming.
"Anything wrong, Young Wild West?" he
"Why don't yer knock him senseless, Wild?"
the scout asked, shrugging his shoulders and asked, as he ran up.
"I guess not," was the reply. "We just thought
frowning at the defeated savage. "I'd jest like
we would ride over and see how things were goter git a crack at him myself."
"Well, I hardly think he would fight you, no ing. Did you deliver my note to the captain?"
"Yes, and he says it's all right. But he can't
matter what you said to him, Charlie. Maybe
one of the others might accommodate you, believe that there is any danger of the Pawnees
breaking- out. He says he has been having them
though."
"Maybe they will," and the scout leaped to the watched right along and they seem to be as
peaceful as they ever were in their lives.''
ground as he spoke.
"Well, the captain may think that way, but 1
He rushed to the nearest Pawnee, and before don't agree with him, for I am satisfied there is
the brave knew what was up he had been pulled going to be excitement not far from here between
from his honse. Charlie gave him a clout along- now and midnight to-night. Just when the ghost
side the head that made him see stars . ..t But, dancers will get ready for business .I can't say,
much to his disgust, the Indian did not otter to but I understand that the moon fulls some time
fight back, but started to run away.
before <lark. I heard old Lone Dog and some of
"Come back here!" called out Wild, sharply. his followers talking about it, and that was the
"He won't hit you again."
time set for the dance to begin. If the captain
But the Indian kept on running. Wild quickly does not think there is going to be any danger
jerked a revolver from the holster and fired. The of an outbreak there is no use in his making any
bullet clipped a feather from the fleeing Indian's preparations for it.''
head, and then he came to a sudden stop and
'.'Well, here he comes now," and the corporal
held up his hands a,s though he meant to sur- pomted to an officer who was walking toward
render.
them in an imperious sort of way.
"Come back here!" the boy repeated.
Wild had never met Captain Dwight before
Back came the Pawnee, acting as though he but the moment he set eyes on him he made up
his mind he was one of the sort of men who refeared he was going to be killed.
"Get on your pony and go on about your busi- yard themselves as being somewhat superior to
the ordinary run of most men, especially when
ness."
A look of relief showed upon the brave's face they hold a high position. Not only was Dwight
a regular captain in the army, but he was no\V
as he obeyed.
"Now, then, Lone Dog, you mount your pony acting as commander of the post. This no doubt
and go on. You had better look out if we eve1· made him feel very important.
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"How are you,. captain?" said Wild, saluting
him in military fashion. "I suppose you received my note?"
"Are you Young 'Wild West?" came the rather
surly retort.
"That's just who I am."
"Well, how do I know that?"
"Because I tell you so."
"That is not sufficient. The corporal says he
never saw you before, and he only takes it that
you are Young Wild West because he got it from
hearsay."
"See here, captain,' said Wild, as he dismounted and walked toward the di~nified offi_cer,
"if you don't think I am Young Wild West Just
tell me that I am a liar. Then I will show you
how quickly I will prove who I _am.
.
"Corporal!" cried the captain, angrily, "put
this boy under guard. He has in.;ulted me."
"Doii't you try to do it, corporal," said Wild,
quickly.• "If you do, I will knock you down! I
· want you both' to understand that I am privileged
to a certain extent among the officers of the re~ular army. As for me insulting you, Captam
Dwight, you are wrong. It i~.I who have been
insulted, and by you, the actmg ~ommander of
this post. Are you ready to apologize?
.
At this 'the captain flew in a great rage. Agam
he called upon the -corporal to place the boy under
guard. But this the corporal dar~d not do, ~nd
he stood in a frightened way, looking about him.
Two or three cavalrymen came running up just
then, and it happened that one of them knew the
young deadshot.
"May I speak a word, captain?" he said, saluting his superior.
. "No!" thundered the captain. "I want this
boy put under gu.ard. He shall suffer :for the
insult he l1as offered me."
Wild thoug}:it it had gone abo~t fa1; enough, ~o ·
he quickly drew the document with him :from his
pocket.
"Read that, Captain. Dwight," he said cooll,;;
"I reckon that will .satJSfy y-0u as to who I am.
"I don't want to read it," ~a,s the quick retort.
"Corporal, I repeat, put this boy under guard!"
"If vou don't look out you will be put under
guard "mighty quick, Cheyenne Cherlie declared,
as he leaped from the saddle-: "I ain't in t~er
habit of . seein' an officer of ther army act like
you do an' I've served my time. You're about
ther w~rst coyote I ever come across. You jest
wait till your colonel gits back, an' blamed if
you won't 1ose your shoulder-straps."
Whether or not the officer thought that something of the kind might happen, he c,9oled down
instantly.
"It :Ls possible I have made a mistake," he
said, rather meekly, as he took the paper from
Wild.
.
He looked it over carefully .and then, refoldmg
it, handed it back to · the boy.
"I now have no doubt as to who you are, Young
Wild West," he said.
"Oh, you haven't, eh? Well, I am glad to hear
you say that, but that won't make me feel any
better toward you. Captain Dwight, I am going
to report you to the colonel :for the way you have
acted."
· "You have the privilege of doing that, but I
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think I know my duty,'' was the spirited retort,
as the eyes of the captain flashed.
"Wei!, I am going to take the privilege, too.
But I didn't come here to tell you anything like
t)1is. I came to find out what you think about the
contents of the note I sent you?"
"I don't think anything about it. It is all non,.
sense. The Pawnees are all right."
"Very ,vell. That settles it, ttJen. You rm1
things here at the post the way you want to until
the ,colonel comes back. I will take care of the
ghost dancers, and don't you :forget it. I wilt
c,;111 around and see you to-morrow after it is all
over. Good day, Captain Dwight!"
The officer made no reply, ·but stalked majestically to his quarters.
•
"Come on, boys," said Wild, as he mounted his
horse, ''I have had a little excitement this
morning, anyhow. First we struck Lone Dog,
and attended to his case, and now we have settled
the hash of an upstart of an army officer. I
reckon that will be about all :for the present."
"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow, wow!'' shouted
Cheyenne Charlie, as he ,s hook Ms hand derisively,
at the cavalry captain;
"Good-by, corporal!" our hero said, nodding to
that individual. "If he court-martials you for
what has happened here we will find out of it all
right, and don't forget it."
"Thank you!'' was the reply.
"Hurrah for Young Wild West!" called outi
the cavalryman who had recognized our hero.
The rest promptly joined in a cheer, and as the
three roqe away they looked back and saw the
captain standing in the doorway of the log cabin
he occupied as a .quarters. They could easil1
judge his feelings, so they laughed and rode oil
back to the ranch,CHAPTER IX.-Everything- Is In Readiness.
Wild and his partners told of their trip to th~
po.st, and those at the ranch house had a good
laugh over it. No one seemed to look 'on what
had happened in a serious light, :for they were
all satisfied that the young deadshot was bound
to win out in his . undertaking.
"Me likee, be !ere,'' said Hop, with a grin. "Me
allee samee givee um smartee Melican soldier urn
cigar, so be. Makee go bang! Len he· gittee
velly mad.''
"Well, Hop," our hero said, smiling at him "I
t11ink if you had been there I would have let you
give him a loaded cigar. ' It might have taken
some of the conceit out of him. I have seen a
great many conceited army officers but Captain
Dwight is the limit. He certainly is'. not ·fitted for
the position he holds, though I hate to make a
charge against him."
"Maybe you won't have to, Wild,'' spoke up the
scout. "I could tell by ther looks of them cavalrymen what was there that none of 'em liked him
much, an' you kin bet that it'1l leak out how he
acted, without you sayin' anything about it.''
"Well, if it does I can't help it, but I reckon
I won't say anything about it. If the fellow
loses his shoulder-straps it will only serve him
right, and he can work his way up again, if ~here
is anything in him." '

.
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"I s'pose you're putty well satisfied that he did
not take no stock in ther ghost dance business,
anyhow, Wild," Robedee said.
"Yes, I am very well pleased, for I •have an
idea that he won't even make an investigation.
If we manage to get the rascallr Pawnees we will
take them over to the post and turn them over
to Captain Dwight. Then we will see how he
will act."
"Maybe he'll refuse to make 'em prisoners."
"He will, eh? Well, don't you think anything
like that. I reckon he knows pretty well who I
am now, and he will be very polite the next time
he sees me, too."
. There was a rather early dinner at the ranch
house that day, for Wild wanted to get where
he could keep a watch on the movements of the
Pawnees. He knew he might have to wait a few
hours before anything occurred, but he was used
to that sort of thing, his patience being remarkable. Shortly after twelve o'clock the young
deaclshot and his partners went out to the quarters of the. cowboys. They found all ten of the
men in the employ of the 1·anchman ready to ride
oft'. They had saddled their bronchos and seemed
eager to get away with Young Wild West and his
partners. Unluckily, Spitfire had gone lame and
Wild had to borrow a white horse. Just as they
were abut to leave, Robedee came limping toward
the stable.
"Hold on a minute, Wild!" said he. "I've made
up my ·mind ter go along, too. I want ter see
this here business, even if I can't take much part
. in it. I've got my gun in my wooden leg, an'
you kin bet that if things turn out right I'll fire
a salute from it. I'd like ter do it when that .
snob of a captain is around, too."
"All right, Jack, we'll wait for you. I will
saddle your horse for you in a jiffy."
The boy quickly dismounted-and hurried to the·
i;table. But Jack was there as soon as he, and he
threw the saddle upon his own horse, while
Wild put the bridle on it. Then the boy gave the
ranchman a hoist and he was soon in, the saddle,
the toe of his wooden leg in the stirrup as well
as the good one. As they rode out to join Charlie and Jim and the cowboys a shout sounded
from behind the barn, and then out galloped Hop
Wah.
"Hip hi! hoolay !" he shouted. "Me go, too, so
·b e."
They were not long in getting to a place t..1\at
suited his purpose, and then the young deadshot
dismounted and quickly climbed a tall tree. The
Indian village lay less than half a mile distant,
and as he got a ood look at it he ave a nod of
satisfaction. Some sort of preparations were be• ing made, fer he could see tha many of the braves
were attired in t heir barbaric finery.
• "They're getting readf, all right," the boy
muttered. "\', ell. I suppose they ,viii be starting
for the spot pretty soon. The chances are that
others have been notified and it v.on't be long before we will see them coming from different di1ections. I harrlly think there will be a great
many there, though, for Lone Dog wouldn't dare
to let it be generally known that there was
anything up. A ghost d:mce with the Pawnees
always means an outbreak. That captain at the
post is what I call a fool "hen he refuses to en-

tertain a hint that something is wrong with the
Indians. But it's all right. I reckon we'll be
able ·to take ca·re of them."
Wild counted those who had 1·igged themselves
up in the old-time barbaric fashion and found
that they numbered not more than a do·zen. Conspicuous among them was Lone Dog, for the boy
could easily recognize him, even at the distance.
He was strutting back and forth, waving a tomahawk over his head and no doubt he was delivering an oration to those he had selected to join
in the ghost dance. After a while our hero came
down the tree and reported what he had seen to
his companions .
"Now, then," said he, "we will ride on around
to the other side. There must be a trail over
there somewhere, Jack."
"Oh, yes! there's a trail right straight from
ther post, which runs along to ther east of my
ranch. l s'pose maybe it leads putty near to ther
spot where ther red galoots is goin' ter haxe ther
big dance. From what you said, it must."
"Well, all right, we will ride over there and
wait a while to see if ·any one comes along."
It took them less than ten minutes to get to
the trail, and then they dismounted in a clump
of woods and prepared to wait. It was fully half
an hour before anything turned up, and then they
saw half a dozen redskins riding that waL
They had a horse with them with a drag attached, and upon this was a big pile of blankets
and trappings. They could see one of the rude
drums the Indians used when they held a dance .
and then our hero was convinced that he had
made no mistake.
"They are surely going to hold a ghost dance,"
he said to his companions, as the redskins went
on by at an easy lope. •"They will head straight
for the spot where it is to be held, of course."
· They waited a little longer, and then had the
satisfaction of seeing two more redskins coming,
the horses they rode having drags behind them.
Upon these were half a dozen dead dogs that had
been dressed, as well as a big iron pot.
"Ah!" said Wild, with a nod of his head, "thev
are going to have a feast of dog-meat before
the dance begins. Well, that is -all right. They
can enjoy their ·dog-meat, all right, but when
they begin the ghost dance something will happen."
They waited about an hour longer, but no more
redskins came that way.
"It looks as though there ain't goin' ter be a
whole lot of 'em ter take part in ther dance
Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, shaking his head
as though he was disappointed. ·
"No, I fancy there won't be more than a couple
of dozen at the mo t," was the reply. "But that
will make it all the easier for us, Charlie. We
want to rope them all if we can."
"You kin bet your life we'll do it, too!" and
the scout smiled grimly.
It was about th e middle of the afternoon when
our friends mo1mterl their horses and took th!'
trail that had bee"! followed by the Indians the•:
had seen go by. Wild's white horse proved to be
a good one. They rode along slowly, since they
were in no hurry, for they knew it would be an
hour and a half before the ghost dance would
0
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begin. As they neared the woods they let their
horses come down to a walk, and finally when
1'1ev neared the end of the timber beyond which
t hr, bi , · clearing- lay they dismounted.
"Now, then, boys, you stay here and I will go
ahead and see what is going on. I can smell
rnmething, all right, so the chances are they have
darted a fire and have the· dog meat cooking in
the pot."
The boy pushed his way along through · tbe
bushes and soon reached a point from which he
could look upon the redskins. There were but
eight of them there, and when he saw that Lone
Dog and his crowd had not yet appeared, the
boy was not much surprised. --No doubt the eight
had been appointed a committee to prepare the
feast, so the chief might come• in time to partake of it when it was cooked. A big fire had
been _started and over this hung the iron pot he
had seen. Some of the Indians were throwing
potatoes and other vegetables in the pot, which
had begun to steam. No doubt the dog-meat had
been cut up and was already in it. ft was not
long before quite a savory odor arose, for dogmeat does not smell so bad when cooking, as one
might imagine.
The Indians wo1·ked hard until finally they had
the pot fixed as they wanted it. Then they proceeded to don their fancy togs. One of them
tightened up the head of the rude drum they had
with ·them and tapped it lightly to see if it was
in tune. The young deadshot smiled at these
preparations, and then went back to his companions.
"Boys," said he, "I reckon it won't be very
long before the festivities will start up. Now,
then, Bender," and he nodded to the foreman, "I
want you and your men to get around to the
other side and have your horses ready. You can
watch the feast, if you want to, and when it is
over I am quite sure the dance will begin. When
you see they are about ready for it, I want all of
you to stand by your horses and be ready to
mount. When you hear me yell you will know
that the roping must begin. Every man must try
and rope a redskiQ . Do you understtand ?"
"I reckon we do, Young Wild West," Bende1·
answered, quickly. "How about it, boys?"
"We'll be right on hand, an' no mistake,"
came the reply.
The cowboys mounted their horses and making
a rather wide detour, proceeded on around to the
other side of the clearing. They had barely got
there when Lone Dog and about a dozen braves
came riding up.
"The feast is about to begin!" said Young
Wild West, nodding to his partners and the
ranchmen.
CHAPTER X.-Roping the Ghost 'Dancers.
In spite of the fact that he had but few followe1·s, Lone Dog seemed to be very much pleased when he arrived upon the scene. He smffed
the odor that came from the boiling pot and then
dismounted. The braves all drew up in a line,
and he proceeed to address them, no doubt telling them how they would soon set out to kill
and scalp all the palefaces in that part of the
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country, and how easy it would be to do it. Our
friends were waiting patiently, and ii: was nearly
an hour and a half from tbe time the chief ar1·ived before the dog feast was ready. Then the
contents of the pot was dipped out with a big
ladle, earthen bowls be'ing furnished to each of
those who were to participate. The Indians ate
heartily, ta.lking among themselves and thoroughly enjoying it. It was wonderful to ·see how
much they could eat, but if there is one thing
in the line of meat that.a redskin likes it is that
of a fat dog. But after a while they had satis•
fled themselves, and though from a training
standpoint they were· in anything but a good
condition to participate in a dance where endurance counted for much, they got ready. The
chief delivered a short address, and then he signaled for the brave who had charge of the drum
to start the music. The beating was slowly at
first, and then Indians who had withdrnwn a short
distance from the fire and gathered in a circle
about the chief merely moved the muscles of
their bodies in unison.
Suddenly Lone Dog jerked his spear up and
down sharply, and then he began to dance. The
rest joined in immediately, and the beating of
the drum grew faster and louder. The ghost
Around in a circle the
dance had begun!
Pawnees jumped, brandishing tomahawks and
other weapons, and chanting in low tones. But
they were merely working themselves 'Into the
frenzy that was bound to come if they kept it up
long enough.
"Boys,'' .he said, "we will mount. When I give
the word I want you to ride right up and make
sure work of youi· lariats."
"Right yer a1·e, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie answered.
The next minute they were in th·e s~dclle, Robedee and Hop remaining under cover of the tree:-;
upon the advice of the young deadshot.
"Come on, boys!" said Wild.
Then out of the woods the three galloped.
Like the wind, Wild and his partners bore down
upon them. The ghost dance came to a sudden
The young deadshot's lariat whizzed
stop.
through the air and one of the chiefs was roped.
In some way the robed chief had got out of the
circle, and as he heard the terrified shouts of hi.,;
companions .he endeavored to get the buffalo head
and the white robe from his body. He kept running in the attempt, and the first thing he knew
he fell sprawling into the blazing fire, upsetting
the pot, which still contained some of the mess
they .had feasted upon. Instantly he was wrapped m flames, and unable to help himself, he
went rolling into the hot coals. But no one paid
any attention to him just then, for Young Wild
West and his friends were very busy with their
ropes. As th!l Indians turned to look they were
met on all sides, and in less than five minutes
there was not one of them who did not have a
rnpe about his neck or some part of his body.
In some cases two or three had been caught by
one rope.. They did not even offer to put up a
fight, wl11ch showed that the surprise had been a
complete one. When ft was all over, Wild dis-•
mounted and looked around for Lone Dog. · He
soon found what was left of him, for the chief
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had suffered death from the flames, and was still
lying upon the coals of the fire.
"Well, boys, this is too bad!" he s'.1id, as he
discovered ·who it was. "Lone Dog either committed suicide or else has been ~burend to death
by accident."
"Me see him allee samee fallee in um fire,
Misler Wild. He lun to gittee 'way, and he no
see where he go," said Hop, coming forwar~i.
"Allee samee foolee chief, so be."
Tl:e Pawnees submitted quietly, and even
mo11nted their ponies with the assistance of t~-ie
cowboys. When they had them all rea(!y, Wild
gave the word and then they started away in the
direction of the post, leaving the body of the chief
lying in the fire where it had fallen and the traI?•
pings of the ghost dancers on the ground. This
was because they wanted to show the evidence
·that the ghost dance had taken place. When
they rode up to the headquarters of the cavalry,
Captain Dwight was one of the first to appear.
He looked in astonishment when he saw the
Pawnees prisoners.
"Here they are captain," said Wild, in his cool
and easy way. dwe caught them in the act."
"I am· much surprised, Young Wild West," the
officer answered, speaking in a friendly tone of
voice. "Do you mean to say that they started
thefr ghost dance?"
"That's. Just what I mean, captain. They were
getting it pretty good, _too, for we gave then;i a
chance to get in full swmg. Lone Dog, the chief,
was burned to death, through hi-s own dumbness.
He was taking the part of the ghost I suppose,
for he had a big white robe and a buffalo's pead
on him. When we dashed up he made a break
to get away and t_umbled into the fire, and. while
we were busy ropmg the rest of the redskins he
burned to death."
The captain nodded. He was certainLy acting
• quite differently from when our hero had been
to see him before. He quickly gave orders, and
the Pawnees braves and the couple of young
chiefs who had been caught with them were soon
under guard.
"Now, then, Captain Dwight," said Wild, "I
want you to ride over with me to the scene of
the ghost dance. The evidence is all there."
"Well, I suppo:se it will be necessary for me to
do that," was the reply. "I will go with you."
This he did, and satisfied with what had been
done, Young Wild West left him there and start·
_ ed back for the ranch.
"Me fee1 solly," declared Hop, as they were
riding along. "Me have~ no chance to makee lil-.
lee fun, •so be." .
"Well, that's all right, Hop. I reckon ~ou h3:d
fun enough with the Indians, anyhow, for this
trip. We11 settle down and have a quiet little
time for · a day or two at Jack's ranch, and then
we'll strike out for somewhere else. I reckon
there's a lot of excitement to be had in this part
of the country yet, so _we won't have to go very
d'ar before we strike something."
Supper was ready for them when they reached
the ranch, and when they all came riding up with
Wild and the· ranchman ahead, Martha and the
eirls came out of the l:J.~use.

"Hooray!" cried the ranchman's :,vife, waving
her apron. "I kin tell what everything has turned out all right. Did yer rope ther ghost dancers,
Wild?"
"You bet I did Martha!" the young deadshot
replied. "The boys had a high old time, and not
a shot was fired, either."
The girls then asked so many questions that
it took quite a little time to tell them just how
it happened. Jack, who had forgotten all about
firing a salute from his wooden leg, riow stood
upon the porch and pointing his foot in the air,
fired the six shots the hidden revolver contained.
"There!" said he, "I -reckon everything is lovely, an' ther goose hangs high. There won't be
no Injun outbreak around here for a while, an'
you' kin bet on it . . Ther soldiers over at ther post
is waked up now, an' they'll be mighty careful
ter keep on eye on ther Pawnees after this."
As far as· this story is concerned there is nothing more to write, since Young Wild West had
sure]~ spoiled an Indian outbreak by ·roping the
ghost dancers. The first thing that Robedee's
wife di<l when she heard the part her hired help
had played in what had happened, was to dis_
charge Weeping Doe.
"I never did take much stock in a squaw, anyhow; but I thought you was a puttty good one,
Doe," she said. "You always seemed to do your
work putty good. But if you was thievin' enough
ter·take a demijohn of whisky out of ther closet
so you could give it to them red scoundrels what
was gettin' ready ter slaughter us all an' burn
our houses, I think you're about ba<l enough for
anything. I've a good notion ter have you arrested an' taken over to the post, but I won't do
that, 'cause Wild seems ter be of ther opinion
that it's best ter let ther Injuns be. You kin go
to your crowd an' jest tell 'em that ther next time
they git ready ter look for trouble they had better look out, 'cause Young Wild West an' his
pards is likely to come around here at about any
time. They're ther boys as kin take ther starch
out of bad Injuns, an' don!t yer forgit it. Now,
then, you light out, an' if I ever see yer around
this ranch I'll put a bullet through yer as quick
•
·
as a wink!"
The squaw was very glad to get off as easy
as that, and mounting her pony she rode away
for the Indian village on the reservation. Our
friends remained at the ranch nearly a week, and
Spitfire got over his lameness. It was hard for
them to get away when they finally left, since
Robedee and his wife did their best to make them
remain longer. But it was altogether too tame
for the dashing young deadshot to stay· around
a quiet ranch. What he wanted was excitement
and adventure, and the reader can well imagine
that he was bound to have his ·way about it.
Next week's issue will. ·contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST CAPTURING A CLAIM; or, ARIETTA AND THE GOLD POCKET."

LliSTEN IN!
A cheap but wonderful radio receiver will soon be
described in this publication.

•
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CU R REN T NEWS
BERLIN BURNS ITS DEAD

It costs less to be burned than to be buried in

Germany-hence 35 per cent. of the dead of Berlin a1·e now being cremated. Already the bodies
of more than 200,000 Germans have been reduced
to ashes in the various crematories, The bigger
crematories of Berlin to-day are working 24 hours
daily in eight-hour shifts.
LARGEST THERMOMETER
The largest thermometer in the world has been
erected on the boardwalk near Michigan avenue,
Altantic City. It is fifty feet high, enabling
promenaders a mile away to read the temperature. The mercury in the tube is ten inches wide
and is operated by a system of small thermometers with electrical Telays. Lights on the board
indicate the temperature accurately and automatically.
FALCON FIGHTS A SEAMAN
When the Cunarder Albania, from London, was
in midocean during a fierce hailstorm a big bird
sought refuge on the mainmast .
Donald McDonald, able seaman and amateur
ornithologist, recognized the bird as an unusually

.

large specimen of the peregrine falcon , lcnown t o
some Americans as the duck hawk, and he went
aloft after it. It is regarded as one of the swiftest and pluckiest of its breed, once much used in
falconry, and it put up a gallant fight, clawing
and pecking so badly that McDonald needed surgical attention after he brought the bird back t o
deck. He said it has a wing spread of four feet
and a body twenty inches long. He will present
it to the Bronx Zoo.
WOLF BOUNTIES BOUGHT HIS FARM
The world's record as a wolf and coyote hunter
is claimed by Adam Lesmeister of Harvey, Pierce
county, North Dakota, who in the last twentyfive ye:ars has slain nearly 9,000 of these animals in North and South Dakota. He has receipts to show that during the twenty-five year:;;
he has collected $24,612.50 in bounties in the two
States, more than $21,000 coming from North
Dakota. In addition he has been hired especially
to kill the predatory animals by numerous
ranchers. Lesmeister is the owner of a splendid ·
farm near Harvey which he built up from bounties_ collected on the wolves and coyotes.

Oh, You Radiophans
Listen! Do y ou like the radio articles in this number? All right! If you do, show this weekly to your
friends. Let them get in on it. We'd like to have them
read this publication. You know we want them for new
customers. Show 'em your copy and tell 'em what dandy
radio stuff it contains. From. time to ·time we are going
to tell you how to. make radios that 'wo~'t cost much.
There's a whole lot of fake radio hook-ups on the market.
Spend your good money trying to make them, and you
find they're N. G. The kind we give you are t_he genuine
ones. Watch this page. Pretty soon we are going to
pµblish an explanation of how to make a crackerjack
little receiver cheap as dirt.

-
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GOING IT -ALONE

>
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knew that he could not hope to do so in the lumber camp.. He had come in_to the p lace for the
experience and to get acquainted with all phases
of the world.
-Or , So he declined the position in a delicate way.
He took care not to offend the jacks and was
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME •
more popular than ever. · Tom and Bob were
both immensely well liked in the woods.
But after Tom Arnold had been at the Pine
By DICK ELLISON
City camp for a period of seven months he decided to break away and try some other part of
the world. He knew that a youth of his strength
( A SERIAL STORY)
and health would have no trouble in finding work
.
· anywhere.
CHAPTER XI.-( Continued) .
When he eonfidcd this to Bob, the son of the
Tom had given him a terrible pun~ng and magnate was staggered. He begged him to reit.
Wesley got at last what he richly ?es~rved. consider
I are friends, Tom," said Bob, warmand
"You
There was not a word 0f sympathy for him m the
whole camp. In fact, the jacks secretly chuckled ly. "I want you to tie to · me. We will make
good in partnership."
over it.
The hunchback, Cal Brown, was perhaps the
_,
most gratified of all.
He afterwards thanked Tom in the warmest of
CHAPTER XII.
tel'ms. He had been quite severely injured by the
cruel boss and it was many a day before he was
The Hand Of Fate.
able to go back to work. In fact, h~ w~s never
so well, and within a few months died m gre~t
Tom Arnold gave a sta1-t when Bob mentioned
.
agony.
There was no doubt in the minds of all that . a partnership . He kn~w that Bob ~ad money
Wesley was responsible for his death. Wesley and influence back of him and a business partnership with him would be a wonderful opporwas now the most unpopular man in the woods.
So it happened that the jacks got together and tunity. It would doubtless mean that he would
,
' voted to strike against the rule of the cruel boss, get rich.
The temptation was strong.
A committee of them called on Tom :and Bob and
Tom knew that working alone wat all right,
presented their case.
Big Bill Hangs, the leader, said in his rough but it was slow .and he mi~ht never make a strike
in his life. Here was a chance and a sure one,
·
way:
too. He would have plenty of money back -0f him
"Gents, you are educated and we poor fello~s
are not We ask you to help us. We want :-0 and could make any kind of a speculation that he
send a petition to the company for a new bo.:;s. chose.
Mo1·eover, he liked Bob Neely. He hesitated
We will sti·ike and leave the woods if we don't long.
.
get one. Will you please help us in this?"
He had sworn to himself that he w-0uld all his
"We surely will," said Bob, readily. "In fact,
life go it alone. He had never considered ~he
I had thought of applying to ~he com,vany mypossibility of going into partnership with any one
.
self. Wesley shall never remam here.
So Tom and Bob prepared an eloquent applica- else. But Bob was insistent.
"You and I get along fine; Tom," pleaded Bob;
tion to the company setting out that Wesley was
"we will do well, I like you and I flatter myself
cruel and unfit for his position. The story_ of t~e
that you like me. I can get all the capital I want.
trnatment of poor hunchback Brown was given ~n
We will go over onto the next section and get
full.
Of course this reached the ears of Wesley. He some land and begin lumbe1·ing on our own acfumed and swore and got out of his bed and came count. We will work together and build ourdown to the office_. There he tried to r_aise a r:uc- selves up. We will succeed. There is no possition in his old-time way. But he failed to im- ble chance for failure."
Tom knit his brows.
press the clerks or the others, for they were all
It was a sore temptation.
united in one purpose.
"Bob," he said, with feeling, "I don't want you
He was ordered to another section by the company immediately after the petition was sent in. to think that I am not duly grateful to you for
The question now arose as to who should be this great offer. I appreciate what it would mean
to me. I have no doubt that you and I would get
chosen for a new boss.
along all right. I am sure that we would make a
The result was that a number of the jacks
waited on Tom Arnold and asked him to take the success. But I have sworn that I would never go
lJOSition. They declared that they would send a into partnership. I have chosen to go through
petition to the company, and they begged Tom to life alone."
"Oh nonsense Tom," said Bob, in hi:s most ar.
consider it. ,
T om was not a little flattered, but he hacl no gumei{tative wa'y; "that is foolish. You know
idea of accepting the position. To_m ½neiw that that none of us are independent. We are all de,such a position afforded no.. great pse m the fu- pendent upon each other. So come along and we
will tnake a success."
ture and he ha(:! ambition.
Tom wanted to get higher in the world. He
( To be continued.) ·
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HERE AND THERE
PET DOG FINDS LOST $450.
The pet dog of Mrs. Snowden Maslin of 428
Highland avenue, Chester, · Pa., brought back a
roll of bills worth $450, with which it had been
playing for several days, quite unmindful of its
mistress's frantic search for the money. Mrs.
Maslin dropped the money last week while doing
her housework.
ANCIENT "SKULL" PROVES A STONE
The supp~sed skull of the tertiary period found
in Patagonia is simply a curiously shaped stone
and of no scientific value, according to an announcement made by a committee of scientists of
the Buenos Aires and La Plata museums of natural history which has carefully examined it.
The supposed skull was discovered some time
ago by Prof. J. G. Wolfe of La Plata University
while in Patagonia. It was in the possession of
a settler, who said he had found it near the sea
and had taken it with him to the interior o.f Patagonia. Professor Wolfe, accompanied by Dr.
Elmer S. Riggs of the Field Museum, Chicago,
started for Patagonia recently to re-examine the
object.
LIVED IN CHURCH TO SA VE
James M. King, who said he was a draughtsman of Salt Lake City, explained to policemen at
Long Be·ach, Cal., that his action was caused
by "high rents."
The police saw a light in a Methodist church at
a time of night when no light should have been
there. They found King frying ham and eggs
over a sma]l stove.
At the police station, wher~ King was taken for
investigation, the police said_ they found a considerable sum of money on him and a bank book
showing deposits of $1,500 in a Utah bank.
"Well" King is quoted, "it's the way; rents are
so high i decided to live in the church for a while.
I've slept there several nights and cooked my
meals in the church kitchen."
INDIAN GIRL MARRIES
Miss Susie Meek belongs to the Sacand-Fox
tribe and is a college graduate, and was living
in her home in Oklahoma when recently she mari·ied Philip Frazer, of the Sioux tribe, and t_hey
will shortly make their home on the Sioux Reservation in South Dakota. After graduation Mrs.
Frazer specialized in work among Indian girls in
Indian schools. As soon as Mr. Frazer graduates
from a theological school in Chicago they will begin their work on the reservation. Bot1: Mr. ~nd
Mrs. Fraze,· will give lectures, dressed m Indian
costumes the programs will also be Indian, and
the proc~eds are to help defray his ,foll~ge expenses until he graduates. She says, Indians of
to-day d~sire higner education and the responsibilities of citizenship, and we want the people to
know the 1·eal Indian of to-day, especially the
young, who are eager for progress."

•

WORKERS GET BONUS FOR BABIES
Ten dollars per baby, $20 for twins and a special bonus of $50 for triplets.
This is the standing offer of the Washburn
Wire Company in East 118th street, New York,
to its 700 employees. It is claimed the record
of a bonus for babies, which was commenced in
September, 1919, is better than that of the Monongahela Power and Railway Company, which
recently announced in the World that it would
present $5 to each baby born to an employee during 1923.
During this period 230 male employees of the
Washburn Wire Company have successfully
claimed the bonus on behalf of their wives. Tha
company employs only a few married women.
Nine of these · have received $10 each. There
have been four sets of twins, 'but no triplets. A
director of the company laughingly told the W oriel
that they would have to hold a special board
meeting to consider the size of the bonus in the
event _of quadruplets or quintriplets.
When the happy event takes place the mother
receives ten new $1 bills. The Hospital and
Welfare Committee of the company delivers it to
the wife at her home with a letter of congratulation from the President, Eugene R. Phillips.
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INTER.ESTING R.ADio · NEWS
RADIO AND WEATHER
Relation of weather ' conditions to radio audibility is a point of interest to the broa dcasting
stations -and to thousands of radio listeners.
As a result of work done by Nebraska Wesleyan University based on thunder storm repo1-ts
furnished by the Weather Bureau, the investigators reached the conclusion that there is no relation between barometric pressure and audibility.
High static audibility and a near-by thunder
storm area, however, tend to reduce the audibility
at the receiving station.

,,.

TRANS-ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
What is reported to be a successful attempt
'to bridge the Atlantic with a radiophone talk was
:recently made by the WOR station of L. Bamberger & Sons of Newal'l{, N. J.
The p erson
who spoke into the transmitter w as Sir Thomas
Lipton, wno was in the United States at that
time. The speech was sent out on the u sua l 400meter wave length, since WOR is a Class B radio
broadcaster. Considerably more power than usual was employed for this attempt. The speech
of Sir Thomas Lipton, as well as a vocal selection, wer e picked up and heard in the Selfridge
store in London.
LIFEBOATS WITH RADIOS
When the giant liner Leviathan is turned over
by the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Pock Co. to the United States Shipping Board the
lifeboats will be unique among such boats the
world over, for they will be completely equipped
with a wireless sending apparatus. The big ship
has two lifeboats.
The Leviathan carried thousands of our sol. dier boys across the water durin g the World War
and there were no disasters, but there might
h ave been. Now, if there should be, the radio
w:mld send its call to reach any vessel or port
,v;ithin a radius of 50 miles. Each boat is 35
feet long and is driven by a75-horsepower motor.

t.

ETHER VIBRATES WORDS
Little do people realize that the air is continually vibrating with words traveling along
through the homes of all at the speed of 186,000
miles a second. The naval communications service transmitted about 4,500,000 words during the
first quarter of the fiscal year 1923. The navy's
part of this number was 3,000,000. The next
largest user was the Department of Agriculture
with nearly 500,000 w ords.
In the calenda r year the navy hand'led a total
of 15,768,308 words for the Government through
i ts shore stations. Naval orders and dispatches
took up 10,884,217 wor ds and the balance of nearly 5,000,000 words was fo r other departments.
Sixteen different bul'eaus used the naval radio
service, including the White House and the House
of Representatives. \
RADIO PLUGS IN EACH ROOM

In keeping with the rapid progress <Jf the

r a dio movement, it will soon be possible to "listen in" from rooms of a large hotel in Minneapolis, Minn., which has contracted for the connecting of each of several hundred rooms with r adio
plugs. The guest s will not have to invest in a
receiving set, as headphones may be ren ted for
a small fee from the clerk's office.
According to the plan of engineers who have
worked on the scheme for several weeks, a massive aerial and three power receiving stations will
be equipped in one of the top floors of the hotel.
Each room w ill have a radio plug connected to
one of t he three receiving sets. Feasibility of
the plan was proved recently when more than 100
rooms listened in 6n one concert.
The guest who wishes radio entertainment may
call the office and a set of phones will be sent to
him. Once connect ed :n the plug, the set cannot
be removed until released by a hotel employee,
thus insuring against theft by any unscrupulous
guest. A small fee is added to the hotel bill for
the use of the receiving phones.

A GOOD LIG-HTNING ARRESTER
AS TO AERIALS
A lightning arrester, approved,. by the UnderAn inver t ed "L" type of aerial gives you much writers' Laboratories, which will operate at a
better results than the "T" type, but, of course, potential of 500 watts, is required, supplied with
there are local conditions where it is impossible a proper ground of at least equal sized wire atto erect an "L" type of aerial. The value of the tached to a water pipe or connecting device
"T" type is that it receives equally well from all buried in · permanent moisture. ·A pipe driven
directions. It does not matter if the aerial is not down beside the building is not sufficient for a
l evel. In other words, it can be higher at one ·severe shock. A sheet of brass or copper three
end than at the other without interfering with its feet square deposited in the earth ser ves as a
efficiency. With a crystal detector set any one good ground. The wire should be attached to the
can easily add three pairs of telephones and pipe by an approved clamp as the permanency of
might, under certain circumstances, be able to a solcj.e:red connection is questionable.
add more. The correct manner to put them in
The lightning arrester, if possible, should be
the circuit is- in series with each other. They installed on the outside of the building' and near
must not, under any circumstances, be put in par- to the point where the wire to the radio receiver
1\llel.
enters the building. The ground wire from the
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lightning arrester should be carried as nearly in If a potentiometer is not used the filament rheosa straight line to the ground as possible. The ,,.~at should be placed in the positive leg of the fil~
lightning arrester should bP away from the pos- ament circuit instead of the nagative.
sibilities of gas; coal deposits, curtain or other
combustible material. • Proper grounding~ may
A NEW RADIO ALPHABET
be secured by attachment to the steel frames of
Announcement was made recently by Majorlarge buildings or other grounded metallic work.
The rules do not provide for installation of fuses General George 0. Squire, chief signal officer of
or switches. If these are installed, they should the army, of the invention of a new universal
be located on the lines between the lightning ar- alphabet for u se in radio, land lines and subma1·ester and the receiving set. • In no case should rine cables.
Attempt will be made to perfect the invention,
the ground wire be connected to gas pipes. During a lightning storm the set should be grounded General Squire said, and to have it considered
so the static will have a direct path to the ground. and adopted at the next international conference
of experts on the radio and telephone.
This invention, which already has been tried
out by the Signal Service, and a fo1·m of which
actually has been transmitted over the cables by
INCREASING HEARING RANGE
the B1·itish post-office, is 2.65 times faster than
Radio amateurs who are unable to erect a sat- the international code perfected by Professor
isfactory antenna, for any one of a score of rea- Morse more than eighty years ago.
sons, may greatly improve the strength of their
He said that the increasing use of ether lanes
concerts or increase their hearing range by means has given rise to necessity for their conservation,
of radio frequency amplification or a combination and that the proposed improvement in the sending
of both.
of messages not only would make it possible to
In cases where the receiving station is near send messages faster, but also would help to clear
the transmitting station~ the energy received is the ether of disturbances which interfere with
usually sufficient to reproduce sounds without any form of radio receiver yet devised.
radio amplification When the receiving station
The pl'Oposed new alphabet does not contemis more remote the signal must be built up, or plate an actual change at present in the Morse
amplified, before it passes through the detector alphabet as regards the combinations of dots,
and the stages of audio amplification. If radio dashes and spaces assigned to each letter, but reamplification is not used audio frequency ampli- fers, General Squires said, "to the study of the
fication in these cases is frequently of little use. correct method of sending these combinations in
The radio frequency method of amplification any circuit, whether radio, land lines· or submaincreases the strength of the incoming antenna rine cables. The problem is the same in each of
currents through successive stages until it be- these thl'ee branches, but it is much more sericomes of sufficient intensity to enable detection to ous in radio for the reason of the necessary
take place. With the addition of one or two broadcasting properties thereof."
·
stages of audio frequency amplification a current
Instead of sending a broken current, cut up
of sufficient strength will be generated to actuate into the clicks that may now be heal'<l over the
either telephone receive1·s or loud-speaking de- telegraph, General Squire proposes to send an
vices. In the circuit of the Radio Corporation of unb1·oken current thl'ough the wires and ether
America there is introduced the corporation's lanes and then proposes a means for interpreting
radio frequency transformer, suitable for ampli- this current into intelligible i,ignals .. The present
fication of signals of both long and short wave state of experiment _o f this sub3ect has justified
lengths.
·
his belief, General Squire says, that the new sysIt has not been possible in former attempts to tem will be universally adopted in time.
The manne1· in which the various signals _sent
obtain radio frequency amplification to get the
best results on certain wave lengths without sac- in this unbroken current are distinguished is by
varying the intensity of tht! individual sending
rificing others.
With one model of the new transformer a elements. "That is," said General Squire, "a dot,
range of from 200 to 5,000 metres is provided, dash or space occupied equal time elements, but
·
while on the other model a range of from 5,000 were of different intensities."
It has been found that what is known as a
to 25,000 metres is obtained.
wave is transmitted through any fol'm
In the · circuit the antenna is turned to the sinusoidal
of
electrical
circuit without distortion of any
wave length of the desired signal and this signal is amplified through the primary of a stand- kind, and it is with the varying intensities of
wave that the invention deals.
ard receiving set connected to the plate circuit this
General Squire also pointed out in the paper
of the last radio frequency amplifier tube. It is
then transferred through the secondary circuit to that his method of transmitting messages offers
the detector tube, in which regeneration may be a plausible solution of the problem of intel'ference
and of static elimination, and also of multiplexaccomplished and contl·olled as desired.
ing a single radio frequency channel.
One decided advantage of using this circuit
is that oscillators in the detector tube circuit
cannot find tbeir way back through the radio frequency amplifier to the antenna circuit. This
BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO!
prevents the antenna from radiating ene1·gy, preventing a common source of interfel'ence between We will give the best directions roon, It's ror
several receiving sets located near one another. the best set ever mtde.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
REMEDY FOR TOOTHACHE
A bad toothache, says a chemists journal, may
be relieved quickly by means of a mixture of
equal parts of benzyl, alcohol and chloroform. A
few drops of the mixture are placed on a piece of
cotton wool, and the saturated material is inserted into the tooth cavity. The action of the
medicament is almost instantaneous and lasts for
quite a long time, which is not the case with any
other medicament, with the exception of cocaine.
"WAR PAINT" FLOWER
One of our earliest flowers is the bloodrnot or
Indian paint. Break the stem of flower or root
and you discover the reason for the name, for
there immediately flows from the wound a reddish fluid which somewhat resembles blood and
will stain whatever it comes into contact with,
says Nature Magazine. It is said that this juice
was once u sed by the Indians as a war paint and,
mixed with sugar, by mothers as a cure for their
children's coughs and colds.
CHILDREN SHIPPED IN
BOXES
When marine police at Soochow, a canal port
about sixty miles west of Shanghai, China, went
aboard a junk and opened two boxes believed to
contain dry goods, they found inside thirteen boys
and girls, ranging in age from seven to twelve
bound, gagged and consigned to Shanghai. An
aged woman in charge of the boxes was arrested.
The discovery clears up numerous recent kidnappings and discloses that an organized band
of abductors has been at work. The police were
called when a passing boatman heard the smothered cry of a boy who had contrived to dislodge
his gag.
13
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BE SOLD TO HIGHEST
BIDDER
An entire town, South Rosedale, Carr's Inlet,
near Gig Harbor, Wash., is for sale to the high.
est bidder.
Forty years ago, H. E. White, famous Puget
TOWN

IS

Sound pioneer, while tramping across the hills,
happened upon a valley where the temperature
was unusually warm, where berries were ripe and
roses bloomed weeks in advance of other adjacent sections. He decreed there should be a
town. He gained title to the peninsula, built a
home, store and a dock, and named the place
South Rorelade. For years the place was a profitable trading point and large quantities of merchandise were unloaded in exchange for the products of the land and woods. The founder passed
on, but the town has since thrived.
The title passed to Woodburn MacDonald, who
installed electric lights , telephones, power plant,
warehouses, a plant conservatory, radio, new
roads, and a flower park. He now announces the
town is for sale.
_
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LAUGHS
"What is the price of a half-pint bottle?" asked
a prospective customer. "A nickel," answered the
druggist, handing the desired article across the
counter. "But it costs you nothing if I put something in it." "Then put in a cork, please," responded the customer.
An Irish contractor had the misfortune to run
his car over an old man who had a bottle of
bluing inside his coat. Jumping from his car
and seeing the fluid rapidly staining the old fel~ow's breast, he _cried to his friend: "Finnegan,
it'll go harrud wid u s! We've killed wan o' thim
blue-blooded Yankees!"
Tailor-The postal service is in a wretched
condition. Friend-Never noticed it. Tailorwell, I have. During last month I sent out one
hundred and eighty statements of account with
rnquests for immediate payment, and so fa'r as I
can learn, not more than two of my customers
received their letters.
A traveler, whose train had stopped at a town
famous for its buns, beckoned to a small b~y on
the platform, and, givini him ten cents told the
little fellow to bring him a bun and buy one for
himself with the other nickel. , The boy soon returned. Calmly eating a bun he handed five cents
to the astonished traveler, remarking: "There
was only one left, boss."
A traveling theatrical company was starting to
parade in a small New England town when a big
gander from a farmyard near at hand waddled
to the middle of the street ~nd began to hiss.
One of the double-in-brass actors turned toward
the fowl and angrily exclaimed: "Don't be so
quick to jump at conclusions. Wait till you see
the show."
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RADIO FANS!

A simple explanation of the way to make a wonderful one-lamp set will soon appear.,

WILD WEST WE.EKLY

NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
•
TREADING ON LIONS
While pursuing guinea fowl in the Orange
River Colony a Britisher had a dangerous advent-lire with lions. He was stumbling along a rocky
ridge when suddenly he trod on something soft
an ·! instinctively took a spring.
·
Defore he could look around a fearful growling was heard and two lion cubs, about as large
as spaniels, became visible, evidently in a fury at
being so roughly disturbed. Next moment the
Briton became aware of a lioness rapidly but cautiously makiijg for him.
The1·e was no time to put bullets into the gun
and he quickly decide<l to stand still till it became clear that the lioness meant to seize him.
Then, as a last chance, he would send a cha1·ge
of shot at her head in the hope of blinding lier
at least.
In a few moments the brute was within four
yards or so of him, growling and showing her
teeth. He wished himself anywhere but there,
but forced himself to stand motionless.
Luckily the cubs joined their dam and she
halted to notice them a moment. She come on a
few steps, looking ugly, but halted again, then
turned slowly around and, followed by the c·ubs,
made for a huge boulder twenty yards distant
and lay down behind it, as he could see by the
tail tuft which protruded beyond the rock.
Then the Britisher's hunting blood was up, He
loaded his gun, kicked off his shoes and climbed
the great boulder. He was ·within three yards of
the lioness, which instantly di ~covered him and
crouched to charge. Taking careful aim at her
breast, the man fired and killed her.
The "boys" at the wagon heard the firing and
came up. The two cubs we1·e soon caught, at the
expense of a few bites and scratches. They took
the creatures to camp, where they were kept for
several months. They were eventually sold to an
American skipper.

CANADA BUILDING GOOD ROADS
~ig-hways are being flung across Canada. Vast
agr:cultural tracts that sprawl out from Winnipeg to the Rockies are becoming- a network of
roads that stretch like thin white ribbons to the
horizon.
Canada believes that good roads are as essential of rapid agricultural and industrial expansion. The qanadian government, ae'cordingly, has appropriated $20,000,000 to be used in
construction of main highways and market roads
It is to cover operations for five years.
'
Under the terms provinces initiate and carry
out the road building- and the dominion government, on approval of the plans, contributes 40 per
cent, of the cost. This guarantees standardization of roadways and places only 60 per cent. of
the expense on the provinces. Results are most
gratifying.
·
The general campaign includes international
automobile roads which will cerile:rrt even more
~losely the trade relations between the United
States and Canada. A highway from Ottawa to

Sarnia, across the river to Port Huron, where the
Victory highway cuts across Michigan, is being
laid out by the Ontario ·Highway Association.
This links up with the Lincoln highway, which
crosses the Jefferson highway near Ames, Iowa.
The Jefferson highway runs from Ne,v Orleans
to Winnipeg, "the trail from the pines to the
palms.''
WHERE DOES COLUMBUS REST?
The dispute over the final resting place of the
mortal remains of Christopher Columbus has
broken out with renewed vigor.
Thirty years ago the Spanish Academy of His•
tory after an investig·atioll alleged to be exhaustive decided that the body of America's discov•
erer lay in the Catherdal of Seville. But this decision authoritative as was its source, did not
quiet the dispute.
Santo Domingo refused to accept it. The histo-rians of that island contended that the body of
Christopher Columbus rests in the Santo Domin•
go cathedral. With the launching of a project
to erect on the island a Columbus monument in
the form of a lofty artistically designed light•
house the controversy become more spirited.
Now comes another authority on Spanish history, Enrique J)eschamps, making the unqualified assertion tnat Santo Domingo is right and
the Spanish Academy of History wrong. W,hen,
in 1795, Mr. Deschamps says, the Spaniards were
driven from Santo Domingo by the French they
took with them to Havana a leaden casket supposed to contl:l,in the body of Columbus. But, in
the opinion of Mr. Deschamps, this casket did not
contain the body of Columbus but that of Co'~
umbus's son Diego. The sepulchers of father and
son were close together in the cathedral, and ln
making the transfer the son's casket and not that
of the father wa s taken to Havana and from
there to Spain.
In corroboration of this assertion Mr. Deschamps avers that when the flooring of the Santo Domingo cathedral was replaced recently a
leaden casket was found bearing the inscription:
"The Illustrious and Enlightened Don Christobal
Colon." The Seville cathedral casket bears no
mark of identification although the tomb has
been inscribed by the Spanish authorities as that
of Christopher Columbus. In the light of the
Santo Domingo discovery Mr. Deschamps requests the Spanish Government' to relabel the
Seville sepulcher by substituting the name Diego
for that of Christopher.
·
There the matter rests at present But the
debate is not ended. Controversies of this kind
n~ver end. Poor old Christopher! It seems that
his ghost is destined to be the Flying Dutchman
of tempestuous seas of controversy for all time.
So much the morn reason for building a lighthouse monument to his memory.

COMING SOON!
Directions to build a Flewelling radio set. Don't
miss reading it.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
EIFFEL TOWER FOR LONDON
London is going to get abreast of Paris on its
new tower-which is to be 600 feet high .and built
of concrete-at Wombly, the seat of the British
Empire Exposition. It is not quite as high as the
Woolworth Building in New York, but the proposed structure will give visitors to the exposition a panaramic view of the country for hundreds of square miles. It will be surmounted by a
search light so powerful that it can ·be seen from
the coast of France.
Visitors will be taken up the town in a giant
cage, which will rotate around the exterior at the
rate of 14 miles an hour. Engineers predict that
they will be able to see the lights of Birmingham,
U5 miles form London, from the top.
QUEER "SWIMMERS"
Southern Kansas has in the past suffered from
drought, hot winds, cyclones, grasshoppers, buffalo gnats, and various things to torment hunters,
but the latest is found in Barbour County and is
neither fish, flesh, nor reptile, although a mixture.
The report which. comes says this thing is ha'lf
fish, half reptile, and is creating havoc in a pond
on a farm near Medicine Lodge, ail the pond is
alive with them, and several cows have died
from being bitten by the creatures, which, some
say, are a species of salamander. They have heads
shaped like those of mud catfish, but have four
legs and feet. The tail is long and flat. The
fish-reptile swims by use of its tail, but at the
bottom of the pond crawls on its legs. Just behind the head it has long feelers much heavier
than those of a catfish.
WHERE THE DAY CHANGES'
A great many people cannot see why when a
man crosses the international date line in the
Pacific Ocean, if he goes toward the east he
loses a day, and if toward the west he gains a
day-that is, if it, say, happens to be Tuesday
just th!s side, if be crosses to the west it will
be Monday. The distance he ma,y have actually
gone need be only a few feet, but it is true nevertheless. The actual time may be only a second's difference.
To understand this remember that we go from
Monday to Tuesday at 12 o'clock at nightjump irr,mediately from one day to another.
Consider also that if a man could travel toward
the east as fast as the earth rotates and if he
started at midday with the sun directly overhead, he would go completely around the earth in
no solar time at all, for the sun would always be
just over his head and to him it would be 12
o'clock all the time if he measured time by the
position of the sun. He would not experience any
• night at all and so would have 24 hours of sunlight. But it has actually taken him 24 hours to
get around, so the time when he reached his
11tarting place agaln would be 12 o'clock noon all

right, but would be a day later than when he
started.
So it can be readily seen that some meridian
on the earth's surface must be picked out as the
starting _point of a new day, and the chosen one
lies almost entirely in the Pacific Ocean.
THE CRjJ;ES RAPIDLY DISAPPEARING
The country around the lower stretch of the
Nelson Rive~ was fla~ and insipid. It had · long
ago been stnpped of timber, and exce]1t for a tiny
stretch around the settlement was muskeg that is
to say, a quaking marsh. All the game 'too had
long vanished, as had the very fish in the river·
with winter a supply of caribou meat might ~
expected, but at this time all at the post were reduced to canned food.
Outside the post, for a mile along the bank,
were dotted the wigwams of the Indians. These
people were here for the summer only, selling
their furs, getting winter supplies, and would
leave again for their distant trapping grounds
early in the fall. Their women and children were
now with them, and all, though shod with moccasins, wore their European dress. These Indians are Crees, and like the rest are wards of
the Canadian Government. When Canada took
their country she became responsible for their
future. In particular, she pays each one yearly
$5 in cash, and, in the words of the treaty, this
will be paid "while the sun shines and water
flows."
But how long for them will the sun shine?
They are dying out. They have not the "will to
live." In a certain district within recent times
there were thirty thousand Indians. To-day there
are three thousand; and the tale is everywhere
the same. Our ways are not for them. It was
an evil summer when they took to European
clothes. Liquor would wipe them out like a prairie fire; but to the great credit of Canada there is
no liquor at all here. But they drink tea to excess. They smoke tobacco to excess. The women
and the little children smoke. Some are tubercular. And they all keep dying. Poor feckless
devils l Our people treat them kindly, and in
their way they like and appreciate us.
They even despise us l Where is the white man
who can hunt and trap and paddle and bear burdens tirelessly as they. Where is he who has such
eyesight, who can tell the weather, or the signs
of bird, beast and fish? Where is the white
man whose life they have not saved over and
over again? They are honest and good natured,
but their moral fiber has weakened. They loaf
and slouch around the posts, and have the mentality of emotional children, and thefr delicate,
weathered faces will soon be but a memory.

WATCH FOR THIS!
Pull directions to build a powerful radio set will
soon appear in this Weekly,
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WIRELESS
IN AFRICA
The natives of
Darkest Africafrom the Cape to
Cairo and the
Niger to the Nile
-have had an
efficient wireless
system of their
own for centuries.
It is quite as
effective as that
which spans the
Atlantic and has
an additional advantage of n-0t
being bothered by
the weather.
A bai-k drum is
the sending instrument, and the
African's acutely
attuned ear, the
receiver.
From
village to village
a se1'ies of
drum beats, not
unlike the dots
and dashes of a
code, the natives
c o n v e y current
news, announcement of battles,
warnings of approaching
eneI11ies or epidemics
and other subjects of interest
to jungle denizens.
"Kaffir d. r u m
wireless.," as it is
popularly known,
is operated almost exclusively
in the stillness of
the night when a
tap on a tightly
drawn skin is
heard for many
miles. The most
detailed code has
been worked out,
and the speed
with . which the
native
wireless
works has often
a m a z e d Europeans.
At night villages talk with
each other, exchangi: go s s i p,
m a k e inquirigs
and get r epliesall through the
drum wixeless.

ART PHOTOS, studies beauty o! the nature, postcards and large size, great collec- ,
tlon. Sample · splendid for $1.00 - $3.00 $500. Editions cl' Art at Neuilly-Plaisance
(S&O) ,France.

She Found
A Pleasant Way

To Reduce .Her Fat
Thousands of overfat
people have greatly re,duced their weight and
attained a normal figure by following the
advice of many others
who use and recom...
mend MarmolaPrescriptioa

· Tablet,. These harmless little fat reducers
are .prepared in tablet

form from the same in•
gredients that formerly
compoaed the famous
. Marmo la Prescription
for fat redaction,
·
If you are too fat, you owe It to yourself
to give these· fat reducer& a fair trial. .All
the better tlrug stores the world over sell
Marmola Pre,cription Tableb at one dollar per
package. .Ask your druggiat for them or send
one dollar to the Marmola Co .. 304 Garfield
Bldg., Detroit. Mich. and secure a package of
these tablets. They a:re harmless and reduce
your weight without go\ng through long
sieges ef tiresome exercise and starvation
diet. If you are too fat try this today.

25c Brings Big 3 Ff. Telesco e
~:::. obWair~':,;t!a!tj~aal~t:n~~~y :e~re

Moon Md Stare ae you never did before.
.•
Wonder Telescope opens over 8 ft. in 6
. ·
sections, closed measures 12inches.
····
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Brass bound. You ve always wanted one like this, get it now.·
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I have an honest, proven remed7 for
soltre <b~ neo1<). It obeoks the
growth al; <ince, rednoea the enl1u1re.
ment,stopa pain and dlstreBB and teUe.-eslnallttlewhUe, Poywheo w.U.
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meatqnce. DR. ROCK.
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SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md.
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i2 to $500 EJACU paid for hundreds ot Old
Coins dated before 1805. Keep .ALL old -0r
odd money.· Send 10 cts. for New fll's Coln
Value Book, 4x6. You may hnve valuable
coins. Get Poswcl. We pay casb.
CLARKE COIN ,C O.
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GET THIS NEW SEX INDICATOR

Great Discovery by Scientist
Tells Sex Almost Instantly
Amusing at Socials - Educational
MAGICI-That's what you will say the
minute you see the marvelous performance
of this sex indicator. Just introduced into
.America. This "MAGIC INDICATOR"

~~:~a!~ ~sr~:~~~~~~:~ 0:1~t~

N~r11n~~t!er:m~~Iaf: f:e~~:<!,.:Jt~~!3~~
:1~~a;i.t~~~ri:~et!iie~
irie!r; srs::v~;etd ~:"AMLE
eleetrome renct1ons. Every home should have 1,;;;;_,__...,=--==r----'
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this highly entertaining sex indicator. Nothit;!g to equal it at socials
parties, etc. Special lot just imported to se.1,.1 at very low price. Fuli
directions with every indicator. Be first to enjoy it and amuse your
friends. Orders coming in rapidly. Mail yours totlar.. Send 86e with

ri~~at3o~ 0B~~{ld~~e:d~~:a:C:P~Jlaf;~m&f!Ysp1!1ci~11~\ifs :fJ~elous

Anco Sales Compsny, 513 East 43td St., Dept. A47, Chicago, Ill.

Great Fun,
Interesting,
Entertaining,
Fascinating to
Young and Old.
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"I'm Making Real Money Now!"
"'SEEurgedthatmecoupon?
Remember the day you
to send it to Scranton? Mary,

No matter what your age, your occupation,
your education, or your means-you can do it!
All" we ask is the chance to prove it. That's
fair, isn't it? T)-ien mark and mail .this coupon. There's no obligation and not a penny
of cost, It's a little thing that takes but a
moment, but it's the most important thing you
can do to-day, Do it now!

that was a red letter day for us.
"Mr. Carter called me in to-day, and said
he had been watching my work ever since
, he had learned that I was studying with the
lnterm1tional Correspondence Schools.
"Then he asked me if I thought I could take
over George Stevens' job. I told him I was
sure that I could-that I had had that goal in
view ever since I began studying with the

, - - - - - - - T E A R OUT H E R E - - - - - - ...

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4487•8, 1 Scranton, Penna.
Witl1out cost or obligation, please tell me ho\V I can qualify for th•
position or in tbe subject be/010 whic I have marked an X;
BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Business Manaiicment
SalesmanshiD
Industrial Management
Advertisina
Personnel 0rganfzatloa
Better Lettera
Trafflo Managemen&.
Foreign Trade
::iaJYBnnklna Law
i~~~~~:D~~g~r:b Tn,ID&'
~
Accou ntancy (including C.P.A..)
Civil Service
ONkholson Cost AccountiJlJI:
Railw117 Mail Clerk

I

I. C. S.

B

"I start to-morrow, Mary, at an mcrease
of $60 a month."

g~;1'lf:
OW about youf Are you always going
•
to work for a small salary? Are you
~~f:~t:e~~~~otary
~~:~~~h~~f°3~~~~f:ot■
going to waste your natural fl.bility all your
§Busineu Soan1sh D French
lllustratlns
D Cartoonlna
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTIUNT
life? Or are you going to get ahead in a big
•
Electdcal
Engineeri.na
;Architect
way? It all depends on what you do with
Electric Lighting
Blue Pl'int Reading
Mechanlcnl Englnetr
Contractor and Bullder
your spare time. ·
Mechanical Drattaman
Architectural Draftsman.
Machine Shop Practlc•
Concrete Bullder
Ra1lroad Positlona
Structural En&"1neer
Opportunity is here-this time in the form
Oa11 Engine Oi:ieratlnc
Plumbing and Heatin1r ~
~Chemistry O Pl»rmaq>
~ Civil En111n..r
of that familiar I. C. S. coupon. It may seem
Buneying nnd MappJ.na
Automoblle Work
Metallur11y
Navi&"ation
like a little thing, but it has been the means
88Radio
Steam 1!!01lneerina
.Aa-riculturt aod Poulh'J'
· • Airplane En&ln••
Malb1matic1
of bringing better jobs and bigger salaries to
Nam~ .. ................. H••••t•t• ..n••·····••!••··••.u .. •n..••···••tff•uo•u,• .... . ........... . ...... thousands of men and women.
Street
s.2e-22:
Addreaa .......... ~ .... ., ................ u •••u.t••·• ......
You can have the position you want in the
work you like best, a salary that will give you ' Cit,.. .,.... ............... ........................ Sta.te ........·, -................... .. ............
and your family the home, the comfol,'tS, the Occupation ....... ....................... .......... ,.. ...... ........ ,... •••.•... ,••., .... -·•••• ...........
P~r,on, reiidin11 1n Oanada ,'Aouf.d und t'Ai, coupon ft f'A, lnt,m_a..J
little luxuries you would like tliem · to have, Uo11ol
Co,r.,pand•nt• Boho,1, Cono4ian, lilmilo<I, lltonlrtol, Con..ae;

H
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Radio

Course
FREE ·

An up-to-the-minute
Home Study Course-the latest wireless developments-given free
to all who enroll for
my great Electrical
CQurse NOW.. Two
courses for the price of
one. Mail coupon for
full particulars.

''Electrica l Experts''
a Day
YOUR Earn $12 to $30
Be an Electrical Expert
What's

Futu~e?

Today you are earning
$20 to $30 a week. In
the same six days as an
Electrical Expert. you
can make from $70 to
$200, and make it easier
-not work half so hard.
Then why remain in
the"small pay"garnein a line of work that
offers-No Big Promotion-No Big IncomeNo Big Future?
Fit yourself for a Big

Job.

Your
Success
Is Goar..
anteed
So sure am I that you

can learn electricityso sure am I after studying with me, you too
get in the "biit money"
class in electrical work,
that I will guarantee
under Bond to return
every single penny paid
me in tuition if. when
you have finished my
Course you are not satisfied it was the best
in vestment you ever
made.

Today even the ordinary electrician-the "screw-driver" ki_nd-is making money
-big money. But it's the trained man-the man who knows the whys and
wherefores of Electricity-the "'Electrical Expert"-who is picked out to "boss" ordinary
electricians-to boss the big jobs-the jobs that pay $3,500 to $10,000 a Year. . Get in
line.for one of these "Big Jobs'' by enrolling now for my easily-learned, quickly-grasped. right•
up-to-the-minute Spare Time Home Study Course in Practical Electricity.

Age or Lack of Experience No Drawback

You don•t have to be a College Man; you don't have to lie a High.School Graduate. My Courstt
in Electricity is the most simple, thorough and successful in existence. and offers every _.
man, regardless of age, education or previous experience. the chance to become. in a _...,.
~
very short time, an "Electrical Expert," able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

I Give You a Beal Training

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I know exactly the kind of ,
training a man needs to enable him to get and hold goodf.ositions, and to earn,
big pay. I not only know but I give you that training- will train you as I
have trained thousands of other men who, today. are holding i,plendid elec- _.
trical positions, or are in business for themselves as Electrical Contractors. ~~

,
L L
• •

Coo~e.

E glChief

n neer
With.me you do PRACTICAL work-at ~
Chicago
HOME. You &tart right in after the , . .
Engineering
first few lessons to WORK AT A~
a
Works
YOUR PROF ESSION in a practical way. For this you need appartus, and ~
I irive it to you ABSOLUTELY FREE. For a limitedperiod, besldeomak• ~
Dept. 204, 2150 Law•
Ing a slashing cut in the cost of my tuition, I will GlVE each new etud• ~

FREE

ELECTRICAL
Worklna Outfit

b'1u\t?io~~;1tf~L.;r~~~e~r x~~~i:rc, JID~!r:rc ::t~;!/Baelu~w-r::g,,.1/J,,;
0

ren~e Ave., Chicago, m.

Dear 81r:-Send ~t once Sample Lessons, your B1g Book and
full particulars of your Free Outfit
~
-fr and the two H-ome Study Courses-all
folly prepaid, without obligation on m:r
~
TbiB offer is positively Jimited, and may shortly be withdrawn,
Fill in and send me the coupon. or drop me a post•card, , " ' part.
fall
receive
and
address,
and
givin1r me your fuU name
.
particulars of this great offer. But doit NOW-TODAY , .
Name.....- ................................................-before it is too late.
Gauge Wirefor~iring Tools etc. ,forbomeandconstructionwork.

•

'

'

But You Must Act Today
,v

L. L. COOKE, Chief Engineer

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

De.pt. 204 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, m.
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,

~

Addreeo ................................,_ _ _ __

WILJ> WEST WEEK.LY

OUR ,TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

LATEST ISSUES - 1039 Young W1Jd West Gt"il!inir tl,e Gold Grnhbers; or,
The "Shoot-Up" nt Shocker.
1040 •· Cow\Jo,v Challenge; or, A rietta's Good Guess.
l0il " Mysterious Enemies; or, 'L'he S1gn ot the Stiver
Seven.
1042 " SaYlng the Stagecoach; or, How Arletta Trapped
t11e Rond Agents.
1043 " nnd "M~s(tuite Monte"; or, The Worst Grenser
In Arizona.
1014 " Defenrling rh,• Cnmp; or, Arietta and the
Masked Raiders.
1045 " and the Cherokee Cbiet; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
1047 " RB a Scout; or, Saving the Emigrant 'l'raln.
1048 " Running the Ranch; or, Arlctta's Game Fight.
1049 " and "Chapparal Chick"; or, The Bandits ot
the Foothills.
1050 " and the Mad Mexican; or, .A,rletta's Warning
Shot.
1051 " and the Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hem meed in
by Enemies.
1052 " ln the "Land of Dead Things"; or, A'rletta and
the Vultures.
1053 " Lightning Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on
Horseback.
1054 " In the Golden Valley; or, Arlette's Indian Rlgn.
1055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'l'h!eves.
1056 " and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dyna.
mite.
1057 " Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted
PlnP.
1058 •• Buffalo Hunt; or, A,rietta's Awful Hlcte.
1059 " at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camo That Was Run

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

1060 "

1061 "
1062 "
1063 "
1064 "
1065
1066

"
"

1067 "
1068 "
1069 "
1070

"

1071

"

1072

"

1073

"

1074

"

1076

"

1075 "

bv "Bad" l\!en.

and the Trapped Troopers; or, Arletta a.n d the
·
Apache Ambush.
ann. the . Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clean -up at
Ranch Forty.
and the Inf.Iian Agent: or, Arletta's Daring
Expose.
and the Rieb Rancbero; or, Tbe Shot That
Made a Friend.
and the Destb Stream: or, Arletta's Awful
Alternative.
and "Spotted Sam"; or Tratl1ng a Halfbreed.
Scrimmage In Mexico; or, Arletta and the "Vaquero Dandy.
Balking the ":Sad" Men I or, Saved by the Clever
,
Cblnee.
Leading the Cowboys: or, Arletta s Fight With
the Rustlers.
Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's Defiance.
Pursuing the Pawnees: or, Arletta and the Red·
skin Princess.
and "Cunnlng Chip"; or, The Gold Gang ot
,the Gulch.
and the Border Crooks; or, Arietta and the
Smuggler Queen.
Fighting the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
·
of Cattle.
Death Draw; or, Arletta Duping the Desperadoes.
and the Silent Scout I or, The Sign That Saved
the Settlement.
Staking a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Grizzly Bear.
Bale by all newsdealer •, or will be sent to an:,

For
address on receipt of price, 7o per cop:,, In mone7 ••
Posta:-e 1itampa, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publi111ber, Inc.,
New York City
166 West 2S,1 Street,

HOW TO

SCENARIOS WRITE THEM
Ptlce 85 Cents Per Copy

'l'bis book contains all the most recent changes In the
method ot construction and submission ot scenar_los.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario wrltln1,. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstore•.
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price;
85 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will
mail yon one, postage tree. Address
I,, SENAB.ENS, lll9 Seventh Ave., New York, N, Y.

No. I. NAPOLEON'S 0.RACULUl\I AND DREAM
Contain.Ing the great oracle of human destln,1' ; also the true meaning ot almost any kind or
drPn ms. togetl1Pr with charms, ceremonies, and curious
gnmes of ~ards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS. - The great hook ot
mugtc nod card tr·l~ks, containing full instrnction on all
the lending card tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical illusions ns performed by our leading magicians; every boy ~bould obtain a copy or tbts book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT. - The arts and wiles of
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Besirl@s the various methods of bRndkercblef, tan, glove,
parnsol, window and bat flirtation, it contains a foll list
of I lie language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANOE is the title of this little
book. It contains full instructtons In the art of dancing
etiquette in the ballroom and at parties, how to dress'
and full directions for calllng off in all popular aquare
dances.
No, 5. HOW TO JIIA.KE LOVE. - A complete guide
to love, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice
rules nnd etiquette to be observed, with many curious
anti intPrest)ng things not generally known.
No 6. HOW TO BECO~fE AN ATHLETE. - Giving
full Instructions for the use of dumbbells, Indian clubs,
parnllcl bars, horizontal bars and various other methods
o~ developing .a good, healthy muscle: containing over
sixty illustrations.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS- - Handsomely lllustrated and containing full instructions for tbe management and training of the canary, mocking bird, bobolink
'
blackbird, paroquet parrot, etc.
BOOIC. -

No. 8.

HOW TU. BECO~m A VENTRILOQUIST_

B,v H a rry KenneJy. Every lntelllgent boy reading this
hook of Instructions can master the art, and create any
a10otint of fun for hims@lf and friends. It 1s the greatest book ever published. •
The art of self-defense
No. IO. HOW TO BOX. made easy. Containing over thirty Illustrations of
guards, hlo~s. and the different positions of a good
boxer. Every boy should obtain one ot these useful and
instructive books, as It wtJI tesch you how to box
without an instructor.
No, 11_ HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTJ!lRS. _ A
most complete little book, containing full directions for
writing love-letters, anti whe11 to use them, giving specimen letters for: young and old.
No. 12.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERSTO LADIES

Giving complet.; instructions for writing jetterJ! -~
ladies on nil subjects; also letters ot tntroductfon, notes
and rPC]UPst~.
No. IS. HOW T<, DO IT; or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE
- It is a great life secret, and one that every youn ·
man desires to know a)I nbout. There's happiness 11
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE OANDY.-~ complete hand.
book for making all kinds of candy, tee-creams syrups·

1 1f

essences, etc.. etc.
No. 17..

'

•

HOW '.1.0 DO lllECHANICAL TRICKS._

Containing complete instructions for performing over
sixty mechanical tricks. Fully illustrated.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. - One ot
the bril{htPst and most valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
simple, and almost costless.
No. 20.
PARTY. -

HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
A complete compendium ot games sports

card diversions, comic recitals, etc., suitable for parlor
or drawing-room <>ntertnlnmPnt. It contains more for
the mone:, than any ho0k pnblished.
, No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete bunting and fishing guide ever published. It containR full instructions about guns, hUJltlng dogs; trap 9
trapping and fisbfng, together with description of game
=d fl~.
No. 23.

HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAJIIS.-TbJs little

No. 24.

IIOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLE-

book gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky and 1111lucl<y days.

MEN. - Containing fnll directions for writing to irentlemen on all subjects.

For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent to any
address on reeelpt of price, 10 cent• per copy, in money
or postage stomps, by

HARRY E. WOLlt'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New York

